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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Learning on Relevance Feedback in Content-based Image Retrieval 
Submitted by HOI, Cliu-Hong 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at T h e Chinese University of H o n g K o n g in July 2004 
Relevance feedback has been shown as a powerful technique for in-
teractive Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR). Although a number 
of state-of-the-art techniques have been devoted to relevance feedback, 
such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs), existing techniques still have 
m a n y drawbacks and limitations, including (1) without concerning the 
imbalanced dataset problem; (2) paying little attention to the insuf-
ficient training samples problem; (3) assuming training samples are 
simply from one positive class and one negative class; and (4) requir-
ing m a n y rounds of feedback to achieve satisfactory results. This thesis 
investigates the learning techniques on relevance feedback to address 
the above problems. It also proposes effective algorithms to improve 
them through different perspectives. 
W e first present a novel technique to attack the imbalance problem 
of relevance feedback in C B I R . Regular relevance feedback techniques 
typically treat fairly with relevant and irrelevant samples. However, in 
real-world relevance feedback tasks, the irrelevant samples often over-
number the relevant samples. Moreover, the relevant samples normally 
are clustered in the same way while the irrelevant samples are posi-
tioned in different ways. In order to deal with this imbalance problem, 
w e suggest a modified S V M technique called Biased S V M to formulate 
the relevance feedback algorithm, which is verified from convincing ex-
perimental results. 
i 
Second, we indicate similarity measure metrics learned by regular 
SVM-based relevance feedback techniques will be skew w h e n facing in-
sufficient training samples. To overcome the problem, a unified learn-
ing scheme with the optimizing learning and the SVM-based boundary 
constraint is proposed in the thesis. Experimental results are reported 
to show the effectiveness of the suggested scheme. 
Furthermore, traditional learning techniques for relevance feedback 
usually assume training samples are drawn from one positive class and 
one negative class. W e argue that these approaches are not powerful 
enough. It is more practical and reasonable to consider the relevant 
samples coming from multiple positive classes and the irrelevant sam-
ples coming from one negative classes in real-world applications. Based 
on this relaxation, a novel group-based relevance feedback algorithm 
constructed with S V M ensembles is presented in this thesis. 
In addition to regular relevance feedback, w e also study log-based 
relevance feedback algorithms through a long-term learning perspec-
tive. In C B I R retrieval tasks, users are often required to repeat m a n y 
rounds of relevance feedback in order to achieve satisfactory results. 
To overcome the problem in a long-term purpose, a novel scheme is 
proposed to learn the users' feedback logs engaging a modified S V M 
technique called Soft Label S V M in this thesis. T h e suggested scheme 
is validated by promising experimental results. 
Finally, a simple yet meaningful application employing relevance 
feedback is presented. It suggests to learn W e b images for searching 
semantic concepts in image databases by engaging a relevance feed-
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1.1 Content-based Image Retrieval 
Along with the rapid development of digital devices for image and 
video creation, storage and transmission, huge amounts of images and 
videos are produced everyday. Motivated by the enormous d e m a n d of 
information accessing in image and video databases, more and more 
research efforts have been devoted to visual information retrieval in 
recent years [1’ 2’ 3’ 4, 5’ 6’ 7]. O n e typical approach is to employ the 
textual descriptions or keywords for indexing and retrieving images [8, 
9, 10). However, m a n y limitations of the text-based methods m a k e 
them still far from working in real-world applications nowadays. A 
key task of text-based approaches is to annotate and index the images 
with keywords. Traditional techniques require m u c h h u m a n labor to 
annotate the images. This is quite challenging and almost prohibited in 
practical applications. Although there are some promising advances of 
image annotation techniques in recent research work [11, 12，13，14，15]， 
fully automatic and practical annotation methods are still on a long 
way off. Moreover, textual descriptions m a y have limited capacity to 
represent the content of images. Like an old saying "An image worths 
a thousand of words"，describing the rich content of an image by only 
a few keywords is almost impossible. Hence, fully text-based approach 
is not practical enough for current multimedia applications. 
1 
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T o overcome the shortcomings of the text-based retrieval mecha-
nism, Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR) has been suggested as 
an alternative approach for content accessing in multimedia databases 
in the early 1990's [16, 17, 18]. In recent years, C B I R has become 
one of the most active research areas in the visual information re-
trieval [3, 4, 19，20，21]. In C B I R , low-level features (such as color, 
shape, and texture, etc.) are first extracted to represent the visual 
content of images. T h e images in the database are indexed by these 
extracted visual features. Based on the indexing scheme with visual 
descriptions of low-level features, visual queries can be formulated and 
similarity of images can be measured by employing a distance function 
defined in the C B I R systems [22，23，24]. 
A t the early stage of C B I R , major research efforts focused on the 
feature identification and expression for the best representation of the 
content of images [4，25]. Fruitful research outputs had been con-
tributed to varied effective feature representations on color [22, 26’ 27], 
shape [5’ 28, 29], and texture [25, 30’ 31’ 32], etc. A t that period, 
researchers typically adopted the “computer centric" based mechanism 
to design the C B I R systems [18，25]. In the “computer centric" based 
C B I R systems, users first are required to select the features they are 
interested and specify the weights of the features in accordance with 
their preferences. Then, the C B I R systems return the most similar im-
ages by ranking the similarity based on the selected features and their 
corresponding weights. 
However, those early C B I R systems with heuristic feature selections 
and fixed weighting schemes did not achieve satisfactory performance. 
Later, researchers noticed and recognized the difficulties of C B I R [18], 
i.e., the semantic gap between high-level concepts and low-level fea-
tures, and the subjectivity of h u m a n perception. T h e “computer cen-
tric” based C B I R systems are not powerful enough to capture the high-
level concepts and overcome the subjectivity of h u m a n perception. 
In order to surmount the limited capacity of the early “computer 
centric” based C B I R systems, human's interaction was suggested to 
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be involved in the retrieval procedures for constructing the interactive 
mechanism in recent C B I R research work [17]. Under this circum-
stance, relevance feedback was introduced into C B I R as a powerful 
technique to attack these challenges [18’ 33]. 
1.2 Relevance Feedback 
Relevance feedback is originally from traditional text-based informa-
tion retrieval [34], in which it has been proved as an effective technique 
to improve the retrieval performance. It is an interactive technique 
which refines the retrieval performance by engaging user's fed-back in-
formation. With the motivation to overcome the limitations of the 
early C B I R systems, relevance feedback was employed to build the in-
teractive mechanism for refining user's query concepts in the retrieval 
tasks [35, 36，37). In order to acquire a user's feedback information, 
the C B I R system first displays the user a few image samples simply 
employing some kind of similarity measure metric. Based on the initial 
returned results, the user marks labels on the images to indicate which 
of them are "relevant" and which are "irrelevant". B y incorporating 
with the fed-back information, the relevance feedback module is e m -
ployed to refine the user's query concepts and returns a set of better 
results to the user. B y engaging such a relevance feedback mechanism, 
the user can retrieve his/her desired images round-by-round through 
the interactions with the computers. Based on the assumption that 
high-level concepts can be captured by low-level features, the refine-
m e n t scheme with relevance feedback will return a set of images which 
are considered as the desired targets of the user after several rounds of 
feedback. 
In the past years, m u c h research work has been devoted to rele-
vance feedback in C B I R [33，38’ 39’ 40, 41]. It has been shown as 
a powerful technique to narrow d o w n the semantic gap and to over-
c o m e the subjectivity of h u m a n perception existed in C B I R [18, 42]. 
However, due to the difficulties of C B I R retrieval tasks, relevance feed-
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back has not yet been a very sophisticated and successful technique 
in real-world applications. There is still a long w a y to complete it in 
the research societies. Recently, along with the promising advances in 
statistical learning theory and machine intelligence, more and more m a -
chine learning techniques are suggested to attack the relevance feedback 
problems [43，44’ 45’ 46, 47, 48, 49]. These approaches have created a 
n e w research realm for exploring more effective relevance feedback algo-
rithms and gradually m a k e it to become a more sophisticated technique 
in empirical C B I R applications. Although a lot of efforts have been de-
voted to relevance feedback, existing techniques still have m a n y draw-
backs and limitations, including (1) without concerning the imbalanced 
dataset problem; (2) paying little attention to the insufficient training 
samples problem; (3) assuming training samples are simply from one 
positive class and one negative class; and (4) requiring m a n y rounds of 
feedback to achieve satisfactory results. 
T h e goal of this thesis is to investigate the learning issues on rel-
evance feedback in the context of C B I R particularly in exploring the 
state-of-the-art machine learning techniques, such as Support Vector 
Machines (SVMs) [50]. T h e thesis suggests to study the learning prob-
lem on the relevance feedback tasks through different perspectives to 
overcome the drawbacks and limitations of traditional methods. T h e 
contributions and organization of this work are discussed in the follow-
ing sections. 
1.3 Contributions 
This thesis focuses on studying the learning techniques for relevance 
feedback algorithms in C B I R . O u r main contributions are contributed 
to the following aspects. 
O n e of our major contributions is to investigate the learning tech-
nique for the imbalance problem of relevance feedback in C B I R . Reg-
ular relevance feedback normally assume the relevance feedback as a 
strict binary classification task without bias consideration [44, 43]. T o 
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overcome the imbalanced dataset problem of relevance feedback tasks, 
we propose a novel Biased S V M technique to construct the relevance 
feedback algorithm in C B I R . T h e proposed technique outperforms con-
ventional techniques from promising experimental results. T h e related 
paper of this work can be found in [51]. 
T h e second important contribution in this thesis is a unified scheme 
for learning similarity measure metrics with relevance feedback by opti-
mizing learning [52] and the SVM-based constraint [44]. T h e proposed 
scheme can reduce the impact of SVM-based learning scheme w h e n 
facing insufficient training samples. Also, it significantly improves the 
retrieval performance of traditional optimizing leaning scheme by en-
gaging the SVM-based constraint. Details of this work can be found 
in [53]. 
Furthermore, this thesis suggests that it is more reasonable and 
practical to assume that relevant samples are drawn from multiple pos-
itive classes and irrelevant samples are drawn from one negative class. 
Based on this relaxation different from conventional approaches [54, 
55], w e propose a novel group-based relevance feedback scheme by em-
ploying the S V M ensembles technique in CBIR. W e show that our 
proposed scheme is more effective than traditional techniques. T h e 
related paper can be found in [56] 
Besides of the contributions in regular relevance feedback, the the-
sis also contributes to log-based relevance feedback techniques [47]. In 
order to learn users' feedback logs in a long-term purpose, w e propose 
a log-based relevance feedback algorithm by engaging a modified S V M 
technique called Soft Label S V M . W e demonstrate promising experi-
mental results based on our suggested algorithm. T h e contribution of 
this work can be found in [57]. 
Finally, the thesis also shows a novel application to demonstrate h o w 
to apply the relevance feedback technique to a meaningful application. 
W e suggest to learn W e b images for searching semantic concepts in 
image databases by engaging a relevance feedback mechanism [58]. T o 
find more detailed contributions of m y work, please refer to the list of 
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publications in the appendix. 
1.4 Organization of This Work 
Chapter 2，"Background", surveys the research work on relevance feed-
back in C B I R and reviews a related machine learning technique, i.e. 
Support Vector Machine, which is an important and promising tech-
nique employed to formulate the relevance feedback algorithm in C B I R . 
It also discusses, at a high-level, advantages and disadvantages of state-
of-the-art techniques for relevance feedback in C B I R . 
Chapter 3, "Relevance Feedback with Biased S V M " , presents a 
novel relevance feedback algorithm by employing a modified S V M tech-
nique called Biased S V M in C B I R . T h e proposed technique is moti-
vated for attacking the imbalanced dataset problem of relevance feed-
back tasks in C B I R . 
Chapter 4, "Optimizing Learning with S V M Constraint"，proposes 
a novel scheme for learning on relevance feedback by unifying the op-
timizing learning and the S V M technique in C B I R . T h e advantages 
of the proposed unified scheme are addressed and its effectiveness is 
verified from detailed experiments. 
Chapter 5, "Group-based Relevance Feedback", suggests a novel 
group-based relevance feedback scheme by engaging S V M ensembles 
technique in C B I R . Different from traditional approaches, the pro-
posed group-based relevance feedback assumes that relevant samples 
are drawn from multiple positive classes and irrelevant samples are 
from one negative class. W e develop a related group-based C B I R sys-
tem to validate our proposed group-based relevance feedback technique 
in this chapter. 
Chapter 6，"Log-based Relevance Feedback", studies the log-based 
relevance feedback technique from a long-term learning perspective. 
Different from regular relevance feedback, it presents a novel log-based 
relevance feedback algorithm employing Soft Label S V M to engage 
users' feedback logs in a long-term learning purpose. 
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Chapter 7，"Application: W e b Image Learning", presents a simple 
yet meaningful application by engaging a relevance feedback mecha-
nism for learning the semantic concepts in image databases with W e b 
images. Promising results are provided to for a demonstration. 
T h e thesis concludes in chapter 8 with discussions of future research 
directions on relevance feedback and the difficulties of learning tasks in 
C B I R . 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
2.1 Relevance Feedback 
Relevance feedback, originally proposed for text-based information re-
trieval, is a powerful technique to improve the retrieval performance [59]. 
It is the process of automatically altering an existing query employing 
information provided by users about the relevance of previous retrieved 
objects in order to approach the users' query targets [59, 34]. It is a bit 
surprising that although there are limited research focusses on relevance 
feedback in traditional text-based information retrieval, relevance feed-
back has been become one of the most active research topic in C B I R 
community. T h e major reason is that traditional relevance feedback 
methods for text-based information retrieval have poor performance 
w h e n directly applied in C B I R systems [18]. 
In the past years, a variety of relevance feedback techniques have 
been proposed in C B I R [18，33，41，60]. Relevance feedback techniques 
in C B I R have evolved from early heuristic weighting adjustments to 
the optimization methods and various machine learning techniques 
proposed recently [41，43, 52]. Early relevance feedback approaches 
for C B I R can be traced back to the last decade [41]. These early al-
gorithms for C B I R were introduced from the traditional text-based 
information retrieval field [34，61, 59]. In the later years, relevance 
feedback became a hotspot in C B I R and more systematic formulations 
8 
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of relevance feedback were suggested for C B I R [39，52]. In most recent 
years, various machine learning techniques are proposed to formulate 
the state-of-the-art relevance feedback algorithms in C B I R [41]. W e 
introduce the main development trends of relevance feedback in C B I R 
and briefly review the representative approaches. 
2.1.1 Heuristic Weighting Methods 
Early approaches of relevance feedback in C B I R were inspired by the 
regular relevance feedback techniques in traditional document infor-
mation retrieval fields [61, 62]. For example, the relevance feedback 
approach in [33] transformed the "term-frequency" and "inverse doc-
ument frequency" based methods to the "positive samples" and "neg-
ative samples" based approaches. These early approaches employed 
heuristic methods for adjusting the involved parameters. They nor-
mally assume the user has an ideal query point and each of the axises 
(corresponding with different visual features) accounts different weights. 
T w o representative methods including the Query Representation M o d -
ification and Query Reweighting were proposed as the prototypes of 
query refinement techniques in the early stage of C B I R [33’ 40, 63 . 
Query Representation Modification 
T h e mechanism allows users to modify the query point and refine their 
representation. T w o methods were suggested for refining query rep-
resentation: Query Point M o v e m e n t ( Q P M ) [33] and Query Expan-
sion ( Q E X ) [63]. Query Point M o v e m e n t assumes there exists an ideal 
query and tries to estimate the query point in the feedback tasks. T h e 
idea of this technique was often found in traditional information re-
trieval fields [61]. O n e typical Q P M formulation based the vector space 
model was given as follows [33] 
1 Np AT 
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where Q is the original query point before feedback, Q' is the estimated 
query point after the feedback, Ri is the vector of relevant sample i and 
Si is the vector of non-relevant sample i, Np denotes the number of 
relevant samples and 7V„ denotes the number of non-relevant samples. 
Query expansion tries to add relevant information to query. It can 
be viewed as an multiple-instance sampling technique to retrieve the 
relevant samples. In each round, relevant samples are added to the 
query set. 
In literature, Q P M and Q E X were suggested as the relevance feed-
back method in the M A R S (Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval Sys-
tem) [33，63]. T h e research work in [63] showed that the Q E X approach 
had slightly improvement with the Q P M method [63]. 
Query Reweighting 
Query Reweighting ( Q R W ) was another typical query refinement tech-
nique in the early stage of C B I R [33, 63’ 64]. T h e Q R W technique 
refined the query by changing the weighting of different components 
of the feature space. T h e Q R W intuitively learn the distance function 
for different users by changing the weights of components of the rep-
resentation. A typical Q R W approach simply took the inverse of the 
standard deviation of the i-th feature values in the feature matrix as 
the weight of i-th feature of the feature space, i.e. Wi = Q R W was 
also suggested in the M A R S and detailed discussion and improvement 
can be found in [40，63]. 
2.1.2 Optimization Formulations 
In the later stage, more research work tried to seek systematic formu-
lations of relevance feedback for C B I R [39，52). MindReader proposed 
a scheme to formulate the previous query refinement approaches sys-
tematically [39]. Different from the heuristic approaches of previous 
works, MindReader formulated the feedback task as an optimization 
problem in which parameters are learned by minimizing the s u m of 
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overall distances from the query centroid to all relevant samples [39]. 
However, the MindReader only found a good representation for a sin-
gle feature space and it lacked analyzing the working conditions in 
C B I R . Addressing these problems, a more vigorous approach called 
optimizing learning ( O P L ) scheme was proposed for overcoming the 
limitations of previous work. T h e O P L technique systematically for-
mulate the relevance feedback as an optimizing problem and suggested 
the hierarchical learning rather than the flat model of the MindReader. 
Along with this research direction, more techniques can also be found 
in literature [65’ 66]. However, w e would not take more discussions on 
these approaches since most of these work focused more on efficiency 
problem. 
2.1.3 Various Machine Learning Techniques 
With the rapid advances of machine intelligence in recent years, sophis-
ticated machine learning techniques have been suggested to formulate 
the relevance feedback tasks in C B I R . All kinds of machine learning 
methods had been proposed, such as Artificial Neural Network [67], 
Bayesian Learning [38, 68，69, 70’ 71], Decision Tree [46], Boosting 
techniques [45], Discriminant Analysis [41], etc. Unsupervised learning 
techniques, like S O M [60] and E M algorithms [72，73], were also tried in 
the literature. Recently, S V M s are widely explored in the fields of m a -
chine learning and pattern classification [50，74]. A lot of research work 
have tried to employ S V M s for attacking the relevance feedback task 
in C B I R . F r o m the past research efforts, S V M has been demonstrated 
as one of the most promising and successful approaches for relevance 
feedback problems [43，44, 56]. W e briefly introduce the basic concept 
of S V M as follows. 
A s a popular machine learning technique, S V M s have sound the-
oretical foundations and excellent performance in pattern classifica-
tion problems [50]. S V M s implement the principle of structural risk 
minimization by minimizing Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimensions [50’ 74]. 
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T h e y can provide very good generalization performance in empirical 
applications. Fig. 2.1 gives an intuitive illustration of a linear separa-
ble case of S V M . F r o m the example, w e can see that the objective of 
S V M learning is to find the optimal hyperplane with a m a x i m u m mar-
gin. W h e n constructing a relevance feedback algorithm, S V M typically 
is first employed to learn a decision boundary to classify the positive 
and negative samples. T h e decision boundary is then employed to for-
mulate the distance function which is used to rank the samples in the 
database. A lot of past research efforts have shown the successes by 
employing S V M s techniques in relevance feedback [44，56, 75]. 
2.2 Support Vector Machines 
2.2.1 Setting of the Learning Problem 
Suppose a generator produces random vectors x G R爪 drawn inde-
pendently from a fixed but u n k n o w n probability distribution function 
F{x). A supervisor is employed to response an output value y of ev-
ery input vector x, according to a fixed and u n k n o w n conditional dis-
tribution function F{y\x). T h e problem of a learning machine is to 
best approximate the supervisor's response by choosing a function from 
f(cc, a), a E A, where 八 is a set of parameters [76]. 
For choosing the desired function, a training set of I independent 
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations are given 
， （2.2) 
drawn according to the joint distribution function F{x, y) = F(x)F{y\x). 
For a binary classification task, the output y only take two values 
y={0，l}. In order to figure out the best function to approximate the 
supervisor's response, one can measure the loss, L(?/, f(x, a)), between 
the response y of the supervisor for a given input x and the response 
f(x, a) of the learning machine. T h e expectation of the loss of a given 
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function f(x, a) is given by the risk function as: 
• ) = J L(y’ fix, a))dF(x, y) . (2.3) 
The goal of learning is to look for the function f{x, qq) that minimizes 
the risk function R(a). In order to approach the goal, the Empirical 
Risk Minimization ( E R M ) inductive principle is proposed [50]. In E R M 
principle, the risk function R(a) in Eq.(2.3) is replaced by the empirical 
risk function 
1 I 
凡 mp ⑷ = f Y M - f(工 i , ( 2 . 4 ) 
I i=i 
which is constructed on the training set. Then, the E R M principle 
suggests to approximate the /(工’ a。）by the function f(x,ai) that min-
imizes the empirical risk Eq.(2.4). 
However, the E R M principle only minimizing the training error (i.e. 
the empirical risk) does not imply a small average test error (actual 
risk) R(a) over the general test examples drawn from the underly-
ing distribution P(x,y). To control the generalization ability of the 
learning machine, the V C (Vapnik-Chervonenkis) theory provides the 
bounds of test error (the actual risk) [77]. The bounds of the actual risk 
depend on the empirical risk and the capacity of the function class [76 . 
The motivation to minimize these bounds leads to the Structural Risk 
Minimization inductive principle [50]. 
2.2.2 Optimal Separating Hyperplane 
Support Vector Machine ( S V M ) is a hyperplane learning algorithm that 
implements the S R M inductive principle. Let us consider the class of 
hyperplanes 
(w.x) + 6 = 0 w e R " ' , b e R , (2.5) 
with the corresponding decision functions 
f(x) = sgn((w •x) + b) , (2.6) 
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and figure out the learning algorithm to the given data 
, (2.7) 
which can be separated by a hyperplane. T w o facts stand for hyper-
plane learning algorithms. First, a m o n g the separating hyperplanes 
separating the data, there exists a unique hyperplane which yields the 
m a x i m u m margin between the classes. Second, the capacity of the 
function decreases w h e n increasing the margin. T h e S V M learning is to 
construct such an optimal separating hyperplane, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
1 1 
o o 
0.8 \ \ O 0.8 . \ o 
X ‘ X mttrffin 
0 ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ 0 1 1 . 
0 0.2 D.4 0.6 0.日 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
(a) Three different hyperplanes (b) The optimal hyperplane 
Figure 2.1: Illustration of linearly separable cases of SVM 
In order to construct the optimal hyperplane, one has to solve the 
minimization problem: 
min 臺 ||w||2 (2.8) 
s.t. yi((w-Xi) + 6) > 1, i = l,…“ (2.9) 
This optimization problem can be solved by introducing the Lagrangian 
multipliers: 
1 I 
L(W’6’Q；) = -||w|| - Y ^ a i i y i • ((x； . w ) + 6) — 1) . ( 2 . 1 0 ) 
丄 i=i 
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B y taking into account the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker ( K K T ) conditions [50], 
one can derive the dual problem of S V M as follows: 
i 1 I 
min aiajyiyjixi • xj) (2.11) 
i=l i,j = l 
I 
s.t. (Xi > 0,i = 1,... J and ^ a i y i = 0 (2.12) 
i=l 
T h e dual variables ai can be obtained after solving the above quadratic 
programming problem [78]. Then, the decision function, based on the 
optimal hyperplane, can be written as follows 
I 
f{x) = sgnC^yiCq . (x . xj) + b) . (2.13) 
i=l 
T h e training items corresponding with nonzero ai are called Support 
Vectors (SVs) [50]. 
2.2.3 Soft-Margin Support Vector Machine 
In order to deal with linearly nonseparable cases, soft-margin and kernel 
techniques are introduced to formulate the learning algorithm. T w o 
representative soft-margin S V M s are C - S V M [76] and ly-SVM [77]. W e 
here discuss the later one. 
For dealing with nonseparable cases, slack variables > 0 are in-
troduced to relax the constraints in Eq. (2.9). B y taking with kernel, 
the optimization problem of " - S V M can be written as 
m m i | | w f ( 2 . 1 4 ) 
s.t. yi(w-^Xi) + b) (2.15) 
4i>0,/o>0, i = l’…，1, (2.16) 
where " is a parameter to control the bounds on the fraction of margin 
errors and the fraction of SVs, p is variable to be optimized, and $ is 
a mapping function corresponding to a Mercer kernel /c(x,y) = ($(x) • 
^>(y)). Detailed solutions to the optimization problem can be found 
in [77]. 
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2.2.4 One-Class Support Vector Machine 
One-class S V M (1-SVM) is derived from the classical S V M to solve 
density estimation problems. In typical formulations of 1 - S V M , only 
positive instances are considered for estimating the density of the data. 
There are two kinds of different formulations of 1 - S V M s in the literature 
[79, 80]. Here, w e choose to illustrate the sphere-based approach with 
an explicit and good geometric property. Fig. 2.2 simply illustrates an 
example of 1-SVMs. 
1.5R 
O ° o 
1 ^ r ^ � 
0.5 r ^ o o o o ^ \ 
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〜 乂 : 。 。 。 夕 
J o � o 
‘-1,5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 
Figure 2.2: The sphere hyperplane in 1-SVM for constructing the smallest 
soft sphere that contains most of the positive instances. The circles represent 
the positive instances. 
T o construct the optimal hypersphere in 1 - S V M , one can solve the 
following optimization problem [79’ 80, 81]: 
尺2 + (2.17) 
i 
s.t. (2.18) 
> 0 i = . (2.19) 
Here, R is the radius of the hypersphere, c is the centroid of the hy-
persphere, and V G (0’ 1] is a parameter to control the tradeoff between 
the radius R of the hypersphere and the fraction of positive training 
instances. T h e w a y to solve the optimization problem of one-class S V M 
can also employ the Lagrangian multipliers. T h e details can be found 
in [79]. 
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• E n d of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Relevance Feedback with 
Biased SVM 
3.1 Introduction 
A s an active research topic in computer science and engineering com-
munities, C B I R has captured more and more attentions to study the 
relevance feedback algorithms in the past years [18, 41’ 48]. Recently, 
along with the rapid development of statistical learning and machine 
intelligence, m a n y machine learning techniques have been suggested to 
attack the relevance feedback in C B I R [43, 46, 71], in which Support 
Vector Machine ( S V M ) is one of the most effective and promising tech-
niques [43，44, 79，80, 82]. W i t h sound theoretical foundations, S V M s 
provide very good generalization performance in varied empirical pat-
tern classification applications [50，74]. T h e y also have been proved for 
achieving successes in the relevance feedback tasks from past research 
efforts [43, 44，75，83]. 
However, previous studies on relevance feedback with S V M s usually 
regard the problem as a strict binary classification task without notic-
ing an important feature of relevance feedback, i.e. the imbalanced 
dataset problem [84]. In real-world relevance feedback tasks, the neg-
ative samples often overnumber the positive samples. Moreover, the 
positive samples are often clustered in the same w a y while the negative 
18 
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samples are positioned in different ways. This imbalance problem m a y 
cause the positive samples to be overwhelmed by the negative samples 
if they are treated without any bias. In order to mitigate the impact of 
this problem, w e propose a modified S V M technique called Biased Sup-
port Vector Machine (Biased S V M or B S V M ) which can better model 
the relevance feedback and reduce the performance degradation caused 
by the imbalanced dataset problem. 
T h e rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents 
and formulates the Biased S V M technique. Section 3.3 suggests to con-
struct a relevance feedback algorithm employing our proposed B S V M 
and explains the benefits compared with conventional techniques. Ex-
periments and performance evaluation are given in Section 3.4. Sec-
tion 3.5 discusses the problems of our proposed algorithm. Finally, 
Section 3.6 concludes the work of this chapter. 
3.2 Biased Support Vector Machine 
Regular one-class S V M is originally for density estimation only dealing 
with the positive data [50]. In order to incorporate the negative infor-
mation, w e propose the Biased Support Vector Machine derived from 
1 - S V M to mitigate the imbalance problem of relevance feedback tasks. 
O u r strategy is to describe the data by employing a pair of sphere hy-
perplanes in which the inner one captures most of the positive instances 
while the outer one pushes out the negative instances. Different from 
the regular two-class S V M techniques treating fairly with positive and 
negative data, this kind of approach focuses on the positive data and 
also includes the impact of negative information. 
Hence, the goal of our problem is to find an optimal sphere hyper-
plane which not only can contain most of the positive data but also 
can push most of the negative data out of the sphere. T h e problem 
is visually illustrated in Fig. 3.1. T h e dashed sphere in the figure is 
the desired sphere-hyperplane in our goal. T h e task can be formulated 
as an optimization problem and the mathematical formulation of our 
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technique is given as follows. 
1.5[ X , 
X X X X 
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Figure 3.1: The sphere hyperplane of Biased SVM. The circles and the 
crosses represent the positive instances and the negative instances, respec-
tively. The dashed sphere is the decision hyperplane. 
Let us consider the following training data: 
(;z;i’?/i)，...，（a;。yz)e]r^  x y， y = { - ! , + ! } (3.1) 
where I is the number of training instances and m is the dimension of 
the input space. 
T h e objective function for finding the optimal sphere-hyperplane 
can be formulated below: 
1 ‘ 
min (3 2) 
i=l 
S.t. ？ — c||2 — B?) + (3.3) 
6 > 0 , p > 0 , 0 < i . < l , ^ i > 0 , (3.4) 
where are the slack variables for margin errors, is the mapping 
function, c is the center of the optimal sphere-hyper plane, and 6 is a 
parameter to control the bias. 
T h e optimization task can be solved by introducing the Lagrange 







Let us take the partial derivative of L with respect to i?，“ c and p, 
respectively. B y setting their partial derivatives to zero, w e obtain the 
following equations: 
I I 
2 R { h - Y ^ y i a i ) = Q ^ ^ y i a i = h- (3.6) 
i=l i—l 
i - tti - A - 0, 4 0 < Qi < i ； (3.7) 
I 1 ‘ 
Y ^ 2aiy“$(Xi) - c ) = 0 c = o^yi 屯⑷ (3.8) 
t=l i=l 
I I 
- l + ^ t t i - A = 0 ^ 1 • (3.9) 
i=l i=l 
B y substituting the above derived results to the objective function 
in Eq. (3.5)，the dual of the primal optimization can be shown to take 
the form 
m ^ ^ aiyik(Xi,Xi) - ^ ^ aiajyiyjk(xi, Xj) (3.10) 
i i，j 
s.t. = b, (3.11) 
i 
0 < < ^ > (3.12) 
X^tti > 1, i = (3.13) 
i 
This dual problem can be solved by Quadratic Programming (QP) 
techniques [78，85]. Then, the resulting decision function takes the 
form 
fix) = —c||2), (3.14) 
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where c can be obtained from Eq. (3.8) and R can be solved by support 
vectors. Based on the decision function, w e can know the instances 
inside the sphere hyperplane will be predicted as positive, and negative 
otherwise. 
3.3 Relevance Feedback Using Biased SVM 
3.3.1 Advantages of B S V M in Relevance Feedback 
Prom the above formulations, one m a y see that the optimization in 
Eq. (6.6) is similar to the one in the " - S V M . Now, w e explain math-
ematical differences compared with regular S V M s and the advantages 
of our B S V M from a geometric perspective for solving the relevance 
feedback problems. 
From the results of mathematic deduction in the optimization func-
tion, w e see that B S V M is with the following constraint from Eq. (3.11) 
^ aiVi = b . (3.15) 
i 
W h e n replacing yi with + 1 for the positive class and - 1 for the negative 
one, the constraint can be written as 
^ Qi — ^ tti 二 6 , (3.16) 
ies+ ies-
where denotes the positive class and S~ denotes the negative one. 
However, in the v-SYM, the constraint is with the form 
^ tti - ^ Qi = 0 . (3.17) 
ies+ i€S-
T h e difference indicates that the weight allocated to the positive sup-
port vectors in B S V M will be larger than the negative ones w h e n set-
ting a positive bias factor b. This can be useful for solving the imbal-
ance datasets problem. However, regular S V M s ("-SVM) treat the two 
classes without any bias, which is not effective enough to model the 
relevance feedback problem. 
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Figure 3.2: Decision boundaries of three classification methods with the 
same kernel (RBF) and parameters (7=0.1). 
Moreover, w e can also see the difference from the geometric per-
spective. Fig. 3.2 provides a comparison of the decision boundaries 
of regular S V M , 1 - S V M and B S V M on the synthetic data with the 
same kernels (Radial Basis Function) and parameters ( 7 = 0 . 1 ) . W e 
can see that the geometric property of B S V M is better than z^-SVM 
and 1 - S V M . B S V M can describe the data in a cluster behavior by the 
sphere-based boundary and can flexibly control the weight of the posi-
tive class for the imbalanced datasets problem by setting a bias factor. 
Therefore, compared with the " - S V M and 1 - S V M , B S V M is more rea-
sonable and more effective to model the relevance feedback tasks. 
3.3.2 Relevance Feedback Algorithm by B S V M 
P r o m the above comparisons, w e have shown the benefits of B S V M for 
solving relevance feedback issues. Here, w e describe h o w to formulate 、 
the relevance feedback algorithm by employing the B S V M technique. 
Applying S V M s based techniques in relevance feedback is similar to the 
classification task. However, the relevance feedback needs to construct 
an evaluation function to produce the relevance value of the retrieval 
instances. P r o m the decision function in Eq. (3.19)，we build the eval-
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uation function by substituting the derived result in Eq. (3.8) 
/ (X) = 丨例 X)— C||2 
1 I 
二 丑 2 —I丨尘(X)- E �⑶测x O | | 2， (3.18) 
t=l 
where the radius R can be solved by a set of support vectors. However, 
for the relevance evaluation purpose, constant values can be eliminated. 
Then, the evaluation function can be shown to take the following con-
cise form 
2 __^  
/(x) 二 — k(x,x) . (3.19) 
i 
Once the parameters a^ are solved in Eq. (3.10), the evaluation 
function can be constructed. Consequently, w e can rank the images 
based on the scores of the evaluation function / (x) . T h e images with 
higher scores will be more likely to be chosen as the targets. 
3.4 Experiments 
111 the experiments, w e compare the performance of three different al-
gorithms for relevance feedback: " - S V M，1 - S V M and our proposed 
B S V M . T h e experiments are evaluated on a synthetic dataset as well 
as two real-world image datasets. 
3.4.1 Datasets 
A Synthetic Dataset 
W e generate a synthetic dataset to simulate the real-world image dataset. 
T h e dataset consists 40 categories each of which contains 100 data 
points randomly generated by 7 Gaussians in a 40-dimensional space. 
M e a n s and covariance matrices for the Gaussians in each category are 
randomly generated in the range of [0,10]. 
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COREL Image Datasets 
T h e real-world images are chosen from the C O R E L image CDs. W e 
organize two datasets which contain various images with different se-
mantic meanings, such as antique, aviation, balloon, botany, butterfly, 
car and cat, etc. O n e of the datasets is with 20 categories (20-Cat) 
and another is with 50 categories (50-Cat). Each category includes 
100 images belonging to the same semantic class. T h e ground truth is 
defined based on each individual semantic category. 
3.4.2 Image Representation 
For the real-world image retrieval, the image representation is an im-
portant step for evaluating the relevance feedback algorithms. W e ex-
tract three different features to represent the images: color, shape and 
texture. 
T h e color feature engaged is the color m o m e n t since it is closer to 
h u m a n natural perception. W e extract three moments: color mean, 
color variance, and color skewness in each color channel (H, S, and V)， 
respectively. Thus, a 9-dimensional color m o m e n t is employed as the 
color feature in our experiments. 
W e employ the edge direction histogram as the shape feature in our 
experiments [29]. Canny edge detector is applied to obtain the edge 
images. Prom the edge images, the edge direction histogram is then 
computed. T h e edge direction histogram is quantized into 18 bins of 
20 degrees each, hence an 18-dimensional edge direction histogram is 
used to represent the edge feature. 
W e apply the wavelet-based texture feature for its effectiveness [25]. 
W e perform the Discrete Wavelet Transformation ( D W T ) on the gray 
images employing a Daubechies-4 wavelet filter [25]. In total, w e per-
form 3-level decompositions and obtain ten subimages in different scales 
and orientations. Then, w e choose nine subimages with most of the tex-
ture information and compute the entropy of each subimage. Hence, 
a 9-dimensional wavelet-based texture feature is obtained to describe 
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the texture information for each image. 
T h e three kinds of extracted features are normalized and combined 
as a 36-dimensional feature vector in order to effectively capture the 
visual content of images. In fact, w e observed that image retrieval 
based on the combined features outperforms the one with an individual 
feature separately in empirical experiments. 
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Figure 3.3: The experimental results for three methods on the synthetic 
dataset: top-30 returned results are evaluated. 
3.4.3 Experimental Results 
In the following, we present the experimental results by three algo-
rithms on both the synthetic data and the real-world images. For the 
purpose of objective measure of performance, w e assume that the query 
judgement is defined on the image categories [44]. T h e metric of eval-
uation is the Average Precision which is defined as the average ratio 
of the number of relevant images of the returned images over the total 
number of the returned images. 
In the experiments, a category is first picked from the database 
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Figure 3.4: The experimental results for three methods on the 20-Cat 
dataset: top-30 returned results are evaluated. 
randomly, and this category is assumed to be the user's query target. 
T h e system then improves retrieval results by relevance feedbacks. In 
each iteration of the relevance feedback process, 10 instances are picked 
from the database and labelled as either positive or negative based on 
the ground truth of the database. For the first iteration, two positive 
instances and eight negative instances are randomly picked, and all 
three methods are applied with the same set of initial data points. 
For the iterations afterward, each method selects 10 instances closest 
to the decision boundaries. In the retrieval process, the instances in 
the positive region are selected and ranked by their distances from the 
boundaries. T h e precision of each method is then recorded, and the 
whole process is repeated for 200 times to produce the average precision 
in each iteration for each method. 
T h e algorithms implemented in our experiments are based on m o d -
ifying the codes in the libsvm library [86]. W e notice that the experi-
mental settings are important to impact on the evaluation results. To 
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Figure 3.5: The experimental results for three methods on the 50-Cat 
dataset: top-30 returned results are evaluted. 
enable an objective measure of performance without bias, w e choose 
the same kernels and parameters for all the settings. All the kernels 
are based on Radial Basis Function (RBF) which outperforms other 
kernels in the experiments. 
T h e first evaluation is on the synthetic dataset. Fig. 3.3 shows 
the evaluation results of top-30 returned results. W e can observe that 
B S V M outperforms other approaches. T h e 1 - S V M achieves the worst 
performance without considering the negative information. 
T h e second evaluation is on the real-world datasets. Fig. 3.4 and 
Fig. 3.5 show the evaluation results on the 20-Cat dataset and 50-
Cat dataset, respectively. From the results on the real-world datasets, 
w e can see our proposed B S V M also outperforms other approaches. 
However, w e notice that the performance of 1 - S V M in the beginning 
feedback steps is better than that of other approaches. T h e reason is 
that 1 - S V M can reach the enclosed positive region quickly, but it can-
not be further improved without the help of the negative information 
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Table 3.1: Average precision after 10 iterations  
Methods Top20@20-Cat Top30@20-Cat Top50@20-Cat 
i^-SVM 0.656 0.648 0.608 
1-SVM 0.401 0.396 0.346 
BSVM 0.713 0.694 0.650 
Methods Top20@50-Cat Top30@50-Cat Top50@50-Cat 
i^-SVM 0.487 0.480 0.465 
1-SVM 0.376 0.358 0.344 
BSVM 0.639 0.614 0.588 
in subsequent steps. In order to observe the detailed comparison of the 
three methods after 10-iterations, w e list the retrieval results in Ta-
ble 3.1. From the results, w e can also see the similar results matching 
the above comparisons. 
3.5 Discussions 
W e have observed that the proposed Biased S V M scheme performs 
better than the regular S V M approaches from the experimental re-
sults. T h e typical approaches by S V M s ("-SVM) without considering 
the bias in the retrieval tasks is not appropriate in solving the rele-
vance feedback problem. W e also see that regular one-class S V M s do 
not consider the negative information which cannot learn the feedback 
well. Furthermore, w e know there are other methods to address the im-
balanced dataset problem in literature [84, 87]. W e can also consider 
to include them in our scheme in the future. Nevertheless, w e have ob-
served the promising results in demonstrating the effectiveness of our 
proposed Biased S V M technique for the relevance feedback problems. 
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3.6 Summary 
This chapter investigates the learning techniques to attack the imbal-
ance problem of relevance feedback tasks in CBIR. W e first pointed 
out the imbalanced dataset problem of relevance feedback, and then 
proposed a novel technique called Biased S V M to construct the rel-
evance feedback algorithm in C B I R . T h e advantages of the proposed 
techniques are illustrated and justified. Experiments are conducted 
both on synthetic data and real-world image datasets for evaluating 
the retrieval performance of the proposed technique. T h e experimen-
tal results demonstrate that our proposed Biased S V M based relevance 
feedback algorithm is effective and promising to improve the perfor-
mance of C B I R systems. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Optimizing Learning with 
SVM Constraint 
4.1 Introduction 
In a typical relevance feedback scheme, users are involved to provide 
the relevance judgements on the initial retrieval results from C B I R 
systems. Based on the relevance information fed-back from the users, 
relevance feedback is incorporated as a query refinement technique to 
learn a flexible similarity measure metric for approaching the users' 
query target. After a few rounds of feedback, the C B I R system re-
turns the learning results which are considered as the most relevant 
and interested results of the users [88’ 15]. 
Therefore, one of the most important problems of relevance feedback 
is to learn the similarity measure metric which can best represent the 
users’ query targets [23]. In the literature, a variety of relevance feed-
back techniques have been proposed ranging from the simple heuristic 
approaches to various sophisticated learning techniques. Although a 
lot of advances have been achieved in the past research efforts [24’ 52], 
learning the best similarity measure metric with relevance feedback is 
yet a challenging issue. 
This chapter proposes a novel scheme to formulate and solve the 
learning task in relevance feedback. The optimizing learning technique 
31 
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is suggested to learn a flexible similarity measure metric with the con-
straint of the boundary learned by Support Vector Machine. T h e sug-
gested scheme unifies two important techniques in relevance feedback 
learning: the optimizing learning and the S V M techniques. In the 
proposed scheme, S V M is first engaged to learn a coarse boundary by 
projecting the original data space to a high dimensional feature space. 
Constrained with the boundary of S V M , the optimizing technique is 
introduced to learn a flexible similarity measure metric. Finally, a best 
similarity measure scheme is obtained by fusing the learning results. 
T h e key idea of our proposed scheme is that S V M can effectively 
classify the positive samples and negative samples by employing the 
kernel technique. But as a statistical learning algorithm, its perfor-
mance will largely drop when facing insufficient training samples. T h e 
optimizing learning systematically formulate the learning task of sim-
ilarity measure as a distance minimization problem. It is less sensi-
tive to the insufficient training samples problem. However, it does not 
support kernel-based learning which can achieve better performance by 
learning in high dimensional feature spaces. Whereas, S V M has impor-
tant advantages for solving the classification problem in high dimen-
sional feature spaces and provides very good empirical performance. 
Hence, engaging the S V M technique to constrain the optimizing learn-
ing can importantly improve the retrieval performance of traditional 
approaches. 
T h e rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reviews 
the related work on relevance feedback and gives the motivation of 
our work. Section 4.3 presents our proposed scheme to employ the 
boundary of S V M learning for constraining the optimizing learning 
learning on learning a flexible similarity measure metric. Experiments 
and performance evaluation are presented in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 
discusses several problems. Section 4.6 summaries our work. 
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4.2 Related Work and Motivation 
In the above discussion, w e emphasize two important techniques: the 
O P L learning and the S V M . Although m a n y successes have been demon-
strated for these two techniques from past research efforts [52, 43], both 
of them have a lot of limitations. 
First, although relevance feedback employing the O P L technique 
has the optimization claim, the solved optimal distance function m a y 
not be the best solution for the retrieval task. T h e so-called "opti-
mal" is based on the assumption of minimization of total distances. 
Moreover, the O P L does not support kernel-based learning. S V M is a 
kernel-based technique which has excellent performance by learning in 
a projected high dimensional feature space. 
However, limitations for S V M s should be addressed in formulating 
the relevance feedback. O n e of the big disadvantages of S V M based 
relevance feedback is the insufficient training samples problem. Al-
though S V M is less sensitive to the insufficient training data problem 
a m o n g varied statistical algorithms, it still cannot avoid the perfor-
mance degradation when facing insufficient training samples. With 
enough training samples, the decision boundary learned by S V M m a y 
deviate largely from the correct one. Another important issue of S V M -
based relevance feedback learning is the ranking problem. Traditional 
SVM-based relevance feedback ranks the similarity of samples in the 
database by employing the distance from the boundary as the metric. 
However, there is no explicit and definite evidence to prove that the 
distance is the best metric for image similarity metric. Moreover, when 
the learned boundary deviates too m u c h from the true distribution, the 
ranking method will perform poorly in practical applications. 
T o overcome these limitations, we suggest to unify the optimizing 
learning and the S V M technique to construct the relevance feedback al-
gorithm in C B I R . In the training phase, we first employ S V M to learn 
the boundary for classifying the positive samples and negative sam-
ples. T h e n w e engage the optimizing learning to compute the optimal 
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similarity measure metric by minimizing the overall distance. A t the 
ranking phase, the trained S V M classifier is employed to classify the 
samples in the database into two group: positive and negative. T h e 
positive samples are ranked by the optimizing learning metric while 
the negative samples are ranked by the distance from the boundary of 
S V M . O u r approach is similar to the related work in literature [24]. T h e 
authors in [24] suggested to employ S V M to constrain the Euclidean 
distance for similarity measure. However, they suggested the straight 
Euclidean distance which is not effective enough for learning the simi-
larity measure in practical applications. Moreover, their approach is a 
little bit heuristic and lacks a systematic formulation. Different from 
their approach, w e formulate the similarity measure as an optimization 
problem and employ the S V M to constrain the similarity measure. 
‘ 1 ‘ . • • « • « • 
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X • • \ X . • \ X • • \ 
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(a) SVM: the regular (b) SVM+EU: SVM (c) SVM+OPL: SVM 
learning approach. with the straight Eu- with the Generalized 
clidean distance. Ellipsoid distance by 
optimizing learning. 
Figure 4.1: Illustration of methods learning with SVM. The circles, crosses 
and dotted points represent the positive, negative and unlabelled instances 
respectively. The star denotes the query or learned centroid. 
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4.3 Optimizing Learning with SVM Constraint 
4.3.1 Problem Formulation and Notations 
Before going detailed discussions, it is necessary to clearly state the 
objective of our task and introduce the basic idea of our proposed 
learning scheme. Table 4.1 gives a list of notations and their definitions 
for the following discussions. 
In the context of C B I R , a user typically begins the query with a 
query sample q [4]. T h e C B I R system first returns the user a set of ini-
tial samples. Then, the user marks the relevance scores on the returned 
samples. Based on the feedback information, the task of relevance feed-
back algorithm is to learn the refinement technique for retrieving the 
best tentative list of samples to the users in the next round. T h e basic 
idea of our scheme is to train S V M classifiers with N samples provided 
by the user and then classify the samples into two part: positive and 
negative. Based on the boundary constraint learned by S V M , optimiz-
ing learning is employed to learn the distance function for the positive 
samples inside of S V M . Finally, a list of relevant samples are generated 
by unifying these two learning approaches. 
Hence, based on N samples provided by the user, two learning ob-
jectives need be achieved for each sample x^ = [fni, • •. A m ] in the 
database. First, the classification boundary of S V M and the corre-
sponding distance function Vsvm(茫n,Q). Secondly, a generalized dis-
tance function X>opl (茫n，刃 need be learned by the optimizing learning 
constrained with the boundary of S V M . 
4.3.2 Learning boundaries with S V M 
In theory, S V M implements the S R M inductive principle [50] which 
can guarantee the bounds of the test error. Let us consider the S V M 
for binary classification problems. Generally speaking, a binary clas-
sification problem can be formulated as a learning task to estimate a 
function f:E"' 一 {-i, + 1 } based on the given independent identically 
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Table 4.1: Notations and their definitions in the context 
Notation Definition 
N number of training sample vectors 
M number of feature components 
(e.g. color, shape and texture components) 
S set of support vectors for a SVM classifier 
Li dimension of the z-th feature component 
壬n = [^ni, •. •, XnM] the n-th sample vector in the image database 
壬ni = [a^nii, • •., ^^ ni^ J the i-tli component of the n-th sample vector 
Q = kl’...，名’…，Qm] the query vector 
Qi = [(Jii，…’ QiiJ the i-th feature component of the query vector 
u = [wi , . . . , um] weights of feature components 
f = [” 1 , . . . ’ vn] goodness values of samples 
W j = [wjk] real symmetric full distance matrix for distance functions 
Ci = [cjk] weighted covariance matrix of samples vectors 
Mercer kernel function for SVM 
^ a mapping function for SVM 
/ ( ) decision function for SVM 
T^svmO distance function of SVM 
T^OPlO distance function of Optimizing Learning 
MaxDist maximum OPL distance inside the positive boundary 
Dis ( ) overall dissimilarity measure function 
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distributed (i.i.d.) data [89] 
(:ci’ 的 ) ’ . . .， (xN,yN) € A： xY, Y = { - 1 , + 1 } . (4.1) 
Here, the training instances are vectors in some data space X C E"^ 
and N is the number of training instances. T h e goal of the S V M 
learning is to find an optimal decision function f which can classify 
the unseen data x correctly. T h e optimal boundary is corresponding 
to the hyper plane with a maximal margin. 
In order to construct the optimal hyperplane of S V M , one can solve 
the following optimization problem based on the kernel technique and 
soft-margin concepts [50’ 89] 
min (4.2) 
s.t. (4.3) 
2 = 1 , ( 4 . 4 ) 
where represent the margin errors for the non-separable training 
data. W h e n the margin errors = 0, one can show that the two classes 
are separated by a margin with 2p/||w|| from Eq. (4.3). B y introducing 
the Lagrange multipliers, the optimization problem can be shown with 
the dual form as follows [74, 89 . 
n^ax OiiajyiyjK{y:i, xj) 
S.t. 卿i = 0 ， 0 < Qi < i , (4.5) 
i 
^ Qi > i/, i = l，2，...’iV. (4.6) 
i 
T o evaluate the similarity measure, the distance from boundary is used 
as the distance function, namely 
^svM(xn, 0) = ^ aiyiK{xi, Xn) + b (4.7) 
xi€S 
T h e corresponding decision function for classification is given as follows 
/(Xn) = signiY^ aiyiK(yii,yin) + b) . (4.8) 
xi65 
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4.3.3 OPL for the Optimal Distance Function 
In the traditional approaches of C B I R , similarity measure is formulated 
by simply taking the Euclidean distance as the distance function. Given 
an initial query vector q, the simplest method to measure the distance 
dn for a sample vector Xn is defined by the straight Euclidean distance 
as follows 
4 = —X n ) T ( q - X n ) . (4.9) 
A more vigorous modification is based on the weighted Euclidean dis-
tance, namely 
dn = {q- XnfA(q - Xn) ’ （4.10) 
where A = [•] is a diagonal matrix. T h e k-th weight value in the 
diagonal matrix is simply taken by the inverse of standard deviation of 
the samples along with the k-th. dimension. However, simply weighting 
approach with a flat model m a y not powerful enough to model the re-
trieval model. T o introduce more sophisticated approach, Generalized 
Ellipsoid Distance is introduced to model the distance metric [39，33] 
dn = (cL- - x„) , (4.11) 
where VK is a real symmetric full matrix. Moreover, hierarchical struc-
tures are proposed to formulate the distance function [33]. Each fea-
ture component is assigned with different value to indicate its im-
portance. T h e weighting vector of feature components is denoted as 
u = [ui,... ,um]. Based on the hierarchical structure above, the dis-
tance function of a sample Xn can be written as follows 
A4 
D(x„’ = — - qi) . (4.12) 
i=l 
T h e task n o w turns into the problem of finding the optimal distance 
matrices Wi. Actually, this task can be formulated as an optimization 
problem for minimizing the overall variance of distance values of all 
training samples [39]. 
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Before giving the formulation of the optimization problem, a rele-
vance vector of samples v need be addressed. For each positive training 
sample Xj, a goodness value Vi is assigned to indicate its relevance de-
gree. In the traditional approaches [39], the goodness value is assigned 
with users. However, weighting the relevance degrees by users is is 
a tedious job for the users and it also costs a lot of time during the 
relevance feedback. In order to alleviate this problem, w e suggest to 
assign the goodness values of training samples by engaging the results 
of S V M learning. For each training sample x!，we employ the distance 
from the boundary of S V M to coarsely represent the relevance degree 
to the target. T o formulate the concept, a sigmoid function of neural 
networks is suggested for the goodness value as follows 
电 ） - l + e 邵 ⑷ 漏 ( x i ’ e ) ) . (4.13) 
F r o m the above formula, w e can see that the larger the distance of 
S V M , the larger the goodness value. 
Based on the given distance matrices and the goodness values, w e 
can formulate the optimization problem as follows 
N M 
m m ^ - qi)^Wi(xn5 — qi) (4.14) 
n=l 2=1 
M 1 
s.t. ^ ― = 1 (4.15) 
det{Wi) = 1 i = l , 2 , . . . , M . (4.16) 
This minimization problem can be solved by introducing the Lagrange 
multipliers technique [78]. W e here provide the major conclusions [52’ 
39]. 
T h e optimal solution to the query point q* = [qi*] is given as follows 
qi* = , (4.17) 
En=l ”n 
where Xi is the matrix of N training sample vectors with i-th compo-
nent. F r o m this result, w e can find that the ideal query point is the 
linear combination of the relevant samples by the goodness values. 
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T h e optimal solution to the matrix W i can be solved with the fol-
lowing forms 
⑽ N > _ L i (4.18) 
[^^一(存’...，老)， N < Li 
where Ci is the {Li x Li) weighting covariance matrix of X“ namely 
as follows 
C“t = 工〜礼 ) (工似 r 乐'). (4.19) 
En=l ”n 
The above solution indicates that the distance matrix is equal to the 
weighted matrix with inverse standard deviations when the number 
of training samples is larger than the dimension of the corresponding 
feature component; otherwise, it can be solved with a more vigorous 
result. 
The optimal solution for the feature weighting vector u* 二 is 
given as follows 
< = g / | ， _ 
where fi = E:】Vnix^i - - This formula indicates that 
if the variance of the 2-th component fi is large, the corresponding 
weighting value ui will be stressed. 
4.3.4 Overall Similarity Measure with OPL and S V M 
From the optimizing learning, we can obtain the optimal distance func-
tion (it m a y be a sub-optimal solution if the number of training samples 
is less than the dimension of the feature component). For each sam-
ple in the database Xn, its O P L distance is denoted as I^oPL(xn, q*). 
Different from the previous approaches [33’ 42, 39], we do not simply 
take the O P L distance as the similarity measure metric. Since S V M 
can learn a good boundary to classify the samples in a high dimen-
sional feature space, we employ the boundary of S V M to constrain the 
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O P L distance. T h e samples inside the positive boundary are measured 
by the O P L distance, otherwise they are measured with the S V M dis-
tance. Based on this simple yet effective unification, we can formulate 
the overall similarity measure metric as follows 
Dis(x„) = / 〜凡(xn，q*)’ 仇 © ) > 0 (4.21) 
[MaxDis - VsvMi^n, G), P 漏 ( x „ ’ G) < 0 
Here, the MaxDis is the m a x i m u m O P L distance of the samples inside 
the positive boundary of S V M which is given as follows 
MaxDis = maxDopz^(Xi，q*)，if DsvM{-^hQ) > 0 . (4.22) 
Vxi 
F r o m the above formulation, w e can see that our proposed simi-
larity retrieval model not only can utilize the advantage of S V M s for 
kernel-based learning in the high dimensional feature space, but also 
can overcome disadvantages of S V M s by unifying the O P L distance 
metric. 
4.4 Experiments 
T o verify the effectiveness of our proposed scheme, we perform the em-
pirical evaluations on the real-world image databases. The experiments 
are performed on a P C with W i n d o w s 2000，2.0G C P U and 5 1 2 M B 
memory. T h e details of our experiments are described as follows. 
4.4.1 Datasets 
In order to evaluate the empirical performance, we choose the real-
world images from the C O R E L image CDs. There are two sets of data 
collected in our experiments: 20-Category (20-Cat) and 50-Category 
(50-Cat). T h e 20-Cat dataset contains 20 categories and the 50-Cat 
one contains 50 categories. Since there are m a n y noisy categories in the 
C O R E L image CDs. W e select the discriminative categories to form 
our datasets. In each category of our datasets consists exactly 100 im-
ages selected from the C O R E L image CDs. T h e categories are with 
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different semantic meanings, such as antique, antelope, aviation, balloon, 
botany, butterfly, car, cat, dog, firework, horse and lizard, etc. T h e m o -
tivations to select the semantic categories are explained in two aspects. 
Firstly, it can evaluate whether the approach can retrieve the rele-
vant images not only visually relevant but also with similar semantic 
meaning. Secondly, the approach can help us evaluate the performance 
automatically, which can reduce the subjective errors in manual eval-
uations by different people. 
4.4.2 Image Representation 
Image representation is an important step to evaluate relevance feed-
back algorithms in C B I R . Three different features are chosen in our 
experiments to represent the images: color, edge and texture. 
Color feature is widely adopted in C B I R for its simplification and 
effectiveness. T h e color feature engaged in our experiments is color 
m o m e n t since it is closer to h u m a n perception naturally, and m a n y 
previous research studies have showed the effectiveness of color m o m e n t 
applied in C B I R [16, 25]. For the employed color moment, w e extract 3 
moments: color mean, color variance and color skewness in each color 
channel (H, S, and V)，respectively. Thus, 9-dimension color m o m e n t 
is adopted as the color feature in our experiments. 
Edge feature could be very effective in C B I R when the contour 
lines of images are evident. T h e edge feature in our experiments is edge 
direction histogram [29]. T h e images in the datasets are first translated 
to gray images. T h e n Canny edge detector is applied to obtain the 
edge images. P r o m the edge images, the edge direction histogram can 
then computed. T h e edge direction histogram is quantized into 18 bins 
of 20 degree each, hence an 18-dimension edge direction histogram is 
employed to represent the edge feature. 
Texture feature is proved as an important cue for image retrieval. 
A variety of texture analysis methods have been studied in the past 
years. In our experiments, w e employ the wavelet-based texture tech-
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nique [25, 32]. T h e original color images are transformed to gray im-
ages. T h e n w e perform the Discrete Wavelet Transformation ( D W T ) 
on the gray images employing a Daubechies-4 wavelet filter [25]. Each 
wavelet decomposition on a gray 2D-image results in four subimages 
with a 0.5*0.5 scaled-down image of the input image and the wavelets 
in three orientations: horizontal, vertical and diagonal. T h e scaled-
d o w n image is fed into the D W T operation to produce the next four 
subimages. In total, we perform 3-level decompositions and obtain 10 
subimages in different scales and orientations. O n e of the 10 subimages 
is a subsampled average image of the original image which is discarded 
since it contains less useful texture information. For other 9 subimages, 
w e compute the entropy of each subimage respectively. Therefore, w e 
obtain a 9-dimention wavelet-based texture feature to describe the tex-
ture information for each image. 
4.4.3 Performance Evaluation 
T o evaluate the performance of our proposed method, w e compare our 
proposed method with traditional approaches. Four relevance feedback 
algorithms are compared: Optimizing Learning (OPL) [33], S V M [43], 
Euclidean with S V M ( S V M + E U ) [24] and our Optimal Learning with 
S V M ( S V M + O P L ) . T h e evaluation metric used in our experiments 
is based on Average Retrieval Precision ( A R P ) which is defined by 
the correct retrieved images over the total returned images. Different 
from the work in [24], w e do not consider the specific category in the 
experiment since it m a y lead to subjective results. Instead, we evaluate 
the performance on overall average performance on all the datasets. 
Before discussing the experimental results, w e would like to look 
at our experiment settings which are important for performance eval-
uations. T h e C B I R experiments sometimes are a bit subjective in 
comparisons [4]. In order to enable an objective performance mea-
sure without bias, w e adopt the automatic approach to measure the 
precision. T h e images contained in a same categories are considered 
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as relevant, otherwise they are non-relevant. The feedback procedures 
are also fully automatical. Moreover, we also notice that different pa-
rameter settings have important impacts on the retrieval performance. 
Hence, in the comparisons, w e choose a same set of parameters for all 
algorithms and randomly pick same queries to evaluate their perfor-
mance. T h e kernel of S V M s used in the experiments are all based on 
Radius Basis Function ( R B F ) which is considered as one of the most 
effective kernels for empirical applications [50’ 74]. In the experiments, 
100 executions of queries and feedbacks are conducted and averaged 
to produce to an A R P curve. For each execution, we first randomly 
pick an image sample from the database and take it as the query ex-
ample. In each feedback round, 10 samples are returned to the user for 
marking the relevance to the target. In order to maximize the infor-
mation from the user, the 10 returned samples are different from the 
previous samples returned to the user. Hence, the training samples are 
accumulated after each feedback round. 
Fig 4.2 and Fig 4.3 show the experimental results on the 20-Cat 
and 50-Cat data sets, respectively. 
In the figures, the E U curve represents the baseline of A R P with 
Euclidean distance retrieval without relevance feedback. These four 
figures show the retrieval results in four feedback rounds. From the 
results of the first round in both two datasets, we can found that S V M 
perform poorly without enough training samples in the initial round. 
T h e O P L , S V M + E U and S V M + O P L approaches performs better than 
S V M . A n d the Euclidean distance with S V M can perform better than 
typical S V M and the O P L approach, but our S V M + O P L achieves the 
best performance of all. In the second feedback round, the retrieval 
results are a bit different from the first round. T h e S V M approach 
performs better than the O P L approach in this round. T h e reason 
resides that the S V M can perform better if the number of training 
samples are increased since it can learn a better boundary in the high 
dimensional space. Even in this circumstance, our proposed scheme 
still can significantly improve the performance of regular S V M and 
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Figure 4.2: Experimental results on the 20-Cat image dataset 
perform better than the heuristic Euclidean approach. The third and 
fourth feedback rounds also show the similar results. 
4.4.4 Complexity and Time Cost Evaluation 
Although w e mainly focus on the retrieval performance of our pro-
posed scheme, computational complexity and time cost m a y need be 
concerned w h e n applying in large scale empirical applications. In our 
proposed scheme, w e are interested to analyze the time cost of two 
major parts of our algorithm: the solution of O P L and the S V M train-
ing- T h e computational complexity for solving the parameters in O P L 
is 0 ( E 二 1 m + 2NLf)) which was investigated in previous work [52]. 
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Figure 4.3: Experimental results on the 50-Cat image dataset 
T h e computational complexity of S V M training lies on the kernel and 
the size of training set for a convex optimization problem. Details of 
S V M training and analysis of computational complexity can be found 
in [50’ 90]. 
W e here provide the empirical analysis on the time cost of our pro-
pose scheme. T h e part of O P L algorithm is implemented in Matlab 
codes and the S V M training is based on the C + + implementation 
with L I B S V M [86]. Table 4.2 shows the time costs for 100 repeated 
executions with random query samples. T h e overall time for all execu-
tions includes solving the O P L , the S V M training, the computation of 
distances, computation of S V M distances and the retrieval ranking of 
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Table 4.2: Time cost of our proposed approach  
Dataset Size Tsolving O P L TsVM Training Tall executions 
20-Cat 2000 2.78 士 0.05 5.81 士 0.09 49.84 士 0.11 
50-Cat 5000 2.90 士 0.05 6.39 士 0.07 68.75 土 0.08 
top 100 samples. Prom the results, w e can see that the cost of our algo-
rithm accounts for a small percentage of the retrieval process. Even for 
overall executions, our proposed scheme costs less than 0.2 second for 
one feedback round. W e also have seen a slight increment of time cost 
w h e n increasing the size of database. If applying in a huge databases, 
w e m a y also improve the efficiency of our algorithm by optimizing our 
implementations and database indexing techniques which are out of 
the main scope of this work. 
4.5 Discussions 
From the above experimental results, w e have demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of our proposed scheme. Nonetheless, our proposed scheme can 
still be improved in several aspects in the future work. O n e direction 
for improving our work is the feature weighting issue in our scheme. 
In the current proposed scheme, our feature weighting is based on the 
distance variances. W e will try to investigate and combine some re-
cently proposed weighting algorithms in Machine Learning community 
for improving our scheme [91’ 92]. 
Moreover, w e are interested to include the unlabelled data in our 
learning scheme which is also called the semi-supervised learning in 
Machine Learning field [93]. The unlabelled data m a y provide infor-
mative resource w h e n the number of training is very small. Effective 
fusion of labelled and unlabelled data and the efficiency problems are 
the keys for the semi-supervised learning in C B I R . Whatever, this is 
still an open and challenging topic in Machine Learning and Informa-
tion Retrieval communities [50]. 
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4.6 Summary 
In this chapter, a novel learning scheme is proposed for learning the 
similarity measure in C B I R with relevance feedback. W e suggested an 
effective learning scheme by employing the S V M to constrain the opti-
mizing learning for similarity measure in CBIR. Our proposed scheme 
not only can m a k e use of the advantages of S V M s for excellent perfor-
mance in kernel-based learning, but also can overcome the limitations 
of S V M s by unifying the optimizing learning techniques. Empirical 
evaluation on the real-world image datasets demonstrate our system-
atic formulation is more effective and more competitive than the tra-
ditional approaches. 





In a typical relevance feedback mechanism of CBIR, users are solicited 
to m a k e the relevance judgements on retrieved images from C B I R sys-
tems. In general, the retrieved images are marked as relevant or ir-
relevant to the user's query concepts. Relevant images are also called 
positive samples, and irrelevant ones are called negative samples. In or-
thodox relevance feedback techniques, the retrieval tasks by relevance 
feedback are simply regarded as a strict two-class (positive and nega-
tive) classification problems. 
However, a simple two-class classification methodology m a y not be 
powerful enough to depict the user's high-level concepts [54]. For in-
stance, a user would like to look for "cars" objects. The "cars" category 
m a y contain red cars, blue cars and white cars, etc. These "cars" im-
ages are simply assumed from one positive class in normal relevance 
feedback techniques. However, these approaches disregard m u c h color 
information which is still useful to discriminate the "cars" category 
from other concepts. 
In order to construct more powerful techniques, it is more reason-
able to assume the relevant images are from multiple positive classes 
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rather than one single positive class. Similarly, it m a y also consider 
the irrelevant images are from multiple negative classes. However, it 
is not practical for the multiple negative classes assumption as users 
are interested in the positive samples rather than the irrelevant sam-
ples. Moreover, the negative samples normally overnumbers the pos-
itive samples. Hence, classifying the negative samples into multiple 
negative classes will be a troublesome burden for users and trivial for 
the retrieval tasks. 
Therefore, this chapter suggests to formulate the group-based rele-
vance feedback technique which assumes relevant images are from mul-
tiple positive classes and irrelevant images are from one single nega-
tive class. However, under the assumption, the negative samples m a y 
largely overnumber the positive samples in each of the positive classes. 
In order to overcome the challenge, the S V M ensembles techniques are 
employed to construct our proposed group-based relevance feedback 
algorithm. 
T h e rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 in-
troduces the S V M ensembles and the advantages compared with the 
regular S V M . Section 5.3 formulates a group-based relevance feedback 
algorithm employing the S V M ensembles. Section 5.4 presents our ex-
periments and performance evaluation. Section 5.5 discusses the limi-
tation of our work. Section 5.6 concludes the work in this chapter. 
5.2 SVM Ensembles 
Although S V M s have been successfully applied in m a n y empirical ap-
plications, they have a lot of limitations. First, the regular S V M is 
originally for binary classification problem. It m a y not achieve the best 
performance w h e n applied in multi-class tasks. Moreover, the regular 
S V M treats fairly with the positive and negative instances. If instances 
in one of the two-class overnumber another ones, the performance of 
the regular S V M s m a y suffer dramatically. To overcome the drawbacks 
of the regular S V M , the S V M ensemble technique was proposed and 
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have shown promising improvement over the regular S V M s [76, 94). 
In general, an S V M ensemble is a collection of several S V M clas-
sifiers in which the decision to classify the test data is m a d e by com-
bining the decision functions of all individual classifiers. Suppose there 
is an S V M ensemble with n individual S V M classifiers, denoted as 
/i (i = 1, 2,..., n), and a test data re, the classification result of data x 
is based on aggregating all the predicting results of n individual S V M 
classifiers. If all the n individual classifiers are all identical, the classifi-
cation result is equivalent to each individual classifier. However, if the 
classifiers are different, the error of prediction can be reduced by com-
bining the n classifiers. Therefore, an ensemble of several individual 
S V M classifiers is expected to outperform a single S V M classifier. 
5.3 Group-based Relevance Feedback Using SVM 
Ensembles 
5.3.1 (x+l) -class Assumption 
Regular research efforts on relevance feedback simply consider relevance 
feedback as a two-class classification problem, in which the relevant in-
stances are assumed from one positive class and the irrelevant ones are 
considered from another negative class. However, in practical applica-
tions, the training instances normally come from multiple positive and 
negative classes. To address this problem, Zhou et al. [55] suggested to 
represent the relevance feedback as a (l+x)-class classification problem 
(one positive class and multiple negative classes). Nakazato et al. [54] 
proposed to extend it as an (x-hy)-class problem (multiple positive 
classes and multiple negative classes). 
However, in relevance feedback tasks, users are more interested in 
the relevant instances rather than the irrelevant ones. Grouping the 
relevant instances are easier than classifying the irrelevant ones. Hence, 
asking the users to group the irrelevant instances is a troublesome and 
tedious job and it m a y cost m u c h time for users. Therefore, it is more 
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reasonable to represent the relevance feedback task as an (x+l)-dass 
problem (multiple positive classes and one negative class). 
5.3.2 Proposed Architecture 
In order to deal with the (x+l)-class model, we suggest a novel group-
based relevance feedback with the above suggested assumption. O n the 
other hand, w e know that the irrelevant instances in the single negative 
class m a y outnumber the relevant samples of the positive classes. To 
attack this problem, w e employ the Support Vector Machine Ensembles 
technique to construct our group-based relevance feedback framework. 
Fig. 5.1 depicts the idea of our proposed architecture. For instance, in 
Fig. 5.1, there are two positive groups (PG-1 and PG-2) and a negative 
group ( N G ) provided by users. T h e negative group is partitioned into 
several parts based on some kind of sampling strategy. Each negative 
part is then combined with a positive group to train a S V M classifier. 
Then, a S V M ensemble combiner is employed to combine the classifiers 
for each positive group with some combination strategy. A t the end, 
all positive groups are aggregated to construct the final decision func-
tion. T h e strategy to construct the S V M classifier in our scheme is the 
bagging technique [95’ 96]. Although the boosting technique is also 
proposed for the S V M ensembles [97], it is not suitable to relevance 
feedback tasks for its huge computation load. 
5.3.3 Strategy for S V M Combination and Group Aggrega-
tion 
In our group-based relevance feedback scheme, after each S V M classi-
fier has been constructed and trained, w e need to combine the S V M 
classifiers for each S V M ensemble by choosing a proper combination 
strategy and then aggregate all ensembles to form the final group de-
cision function by an appropriate strategy. In literature, several work 
has devoted to study the combination methods of S V M ensembles, such 
as Majority Voting [94, 98], S u m Rule [99], and other mixture m o d -
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Aggregating the Groups 
Combiner of Group-1 Combiner of Group-2 
Binary-SVM Binary-SVM Binary-SVM Binary-SVM 
Figure 5.1: The model architecture of our proposed scheme based on SVM 
ensembles. • 
els [100], etc. However, previous work focusing on the classification 
problems are not appropriate for relevance feedback. B y considering 
for practical applications, w e adopt the S u m Rule method as a simple 
yet effective approach to combine the S V M classifiers. A n d the strategy 
for group aggregation is based on a linear combination with different 
weights. T h e detailed formulation of our group-based decision function 
is given as follows. 
Let K g be the number of positive groups in a group-based relevance 
feedback learning step. Let K m be the number of S V M classifiers in 
the S V M ensemble of each positive group learning. Let us denote 
(j=l,2,.. .，Ar爪)as a decision function of the jth S V M classifier in the 
ith S V M ensemble and denote Fi (i=l,2,.. .,Kg) as a decision function 
of the ith. S V M ensemble. Then for the ith ensemble, its decision 
function by the S u m Rule is given as 
Km 
巧(X) 二 (5-1) 
T h e n let wi be the weights of each positive group which is determined 
by the n u m b e r of samples in each group. Hence, the final decision 
function fGRF(x) of the group-based algorithm can be obtained as 
Kg Kg 
/ G / ? F ( X ) = ^ WiFi(x) = 叫 Mx) • (5.2) 
i = l i=l j = l 
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T h e final decision function /G/?F(X) is employed to compute the 
similarity score of image samples in the databases. 
5.4 Experiments 
5.4.1 Experimental Implementation 
W e have implemented a retrieval system to evaluate our proposed 
group-based relevance feedback algorithm, as shown in Fig. 5.2. In 
our relevance feedback mechanism, users drag and group the positive 
images which are considered as relevant from the retrieval pool in each 
round. T h e images remaining in the retrieval pool are considered as ir-
relevant (negative) in default. The positive images and negative images 
in the previous round will be accumulated to the next round learning. 
In our experiments, we compare the retrieval performance between our 
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Figure 5.2: GUI of our group-based relevance feedback system. 
proposed group-based relevance feedback with S V M ensemble (GRF-
S V M . E ) and traditional relevance feedback algorithm using S V M s (RF-
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S V M ) • T h e test image dataset used in our experiments is selected from 
the C O R E L image data set. 50 categories of images are selected and 
each category contains 100 images. 
For image representation, three low-level features are extracted: 
color, shape and texture. Namely, a 36-dimensional low-level feature 
is engaged including 9-dimensional color moment, 18-dimensional edge 
direction histogram and 9-dimensional wavelet texture feature [30]. 
T h e kernel function for S V M used in our experiments is based on 
the Radial Basis Function (RBF). W e notice that different parameters 
of the kernel function in S V M have large impact on the retrieval per-
formance. To enable objective evaluation, the parameters are set to 
the same constant values for different algorithms respectively. 
5.4.2 Performance Evaluation 
In the experiments, two semantic concepts are tested to evaluate the 
retrieval performance. For each concept, 10 testing sessions are en-
gaged. For each testing session, a user first randomly selects a query 
sample as the initial query point, and then run the relevance feedback 
algorithm to refine the retrieval results. 5 rounds of feedback are ex-
ecuted in each testing session and 20 images are returned to the user 
after each round of feedback. In each round, the retrieved results are 
recorded and compared for different algorithms. 
T o evaluate the performance, we examine the retrieval precision and 
recall in the returned images which are the top ranked images in each 
feedback round. T h e first evaluated concept is "cars". Fig. 5.3 shows 
the average retrieval precision and recall on the retrieved images for 
searching the "cars" concept in 5 feedback rounds. Prom the figures, 
w e can see that the average precision and recall performance of our 
group-based relevance feedback employing S V M ensembles is better 
than the regular SVM-based method. A n d we also observe the similar 
improvement for searching the "roses" concept from Fig. 5.4. 
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5.5 Discussions 
Although w e have already shown promising preliminary results, limi-
tations of the proposed scheme should also be addressed. O n e of the 
important problems is the efficiency issue. Since the S V M ensembles 
technique is engaged, the relevance feedback algorithm is required to 
train a lot of S V M classifiers which costs a lot of time. However, since 
the n u m b e r of training in relevance feedback tasks is typically rare, it 
still be acceptable for typical applications. Moreover, another problem 
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encountered in the proposed scheme is the small sample size problem. 
In the group-based scheme, the negative samples are far more than the 
positive samples in each individual S V M classifier. Hence, the perfor-
mance of each individual S V M m a y drop without sufficient training 
samples. However, it is lucky that the ensemble algorithm can allevi-
ate this problem by fusing the classifiers. It is interested to investigate 
more sophisticated combination strategy for this issue in the future. 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter, w e propose a novel group-based relevance feedback 
scheme in the context of C B I R . Different from traditional approaches, 
w e argue that the relevance feedback task is more reasonable and prac-
tical to be represented as an (x+l)-class learning problem. W e em-
ploy the support vector machine ensembles technique to construct our 
group-based relevance feedback algorithm. Experiments are conducted 
to evaluate our suggested technique. The experimental results show 
our proposed scheme is more effective than the regular SVM-based 
relevance feedback. 





Relevance feedback has been received a considerable amount of research 
from heuristic techniques to sophisticated learning techniques in the 
past years [56，38’ 41, 71, 45’ 48]. It has been shown as an effective tool 
to improve the retrieval performance in C B I R [18] and has already been 
considered as a key part w h e n designing a practical C B I R system. In 
general, relevance feedback mechanism has to solicit users for giving the 
relevance judgements on the initial query results by the C B I R system. 
While a user has m a d e the relevance judgements on the retrieval results, 
relevance feedback is used as a query refinement technique to improve 
the retrieval results. A s the learning task of relevance feedback is very 
tough, it generally needs to repeat m a n y rounds of feedback in order 
to achieve satisfactory results. Therefore regular relevance feedback 
learning techniques are very time-consuming. 
Moreover, the relevance feedback procedure to indicate the rele-
vances of images is viewed as a tedious and boring step for users. 
Hence, w e hope that the C B I R system by relevance feedback can 
achieve satisfactory results within as few feedback steps as possible, at 
best d o w n to only one step. In the past studies, some research efforts 
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proposed to accelerate the relevance feedback by the active learning 
techniques [44, 101, 102，103, 104, 105]. However, traditional relevance 
feedback techniques have limited help when the relevant samples are 
scarce in the initial query. Consequently, they cannot explore the fea-
ture spaces of the image databases well. From a long-term learning-
perspective, the feedback logs accumulated from users could be served 
as important resources to help the relevance feedback task in C B I R . 
Although the selection of relevant samples by users is subjective for 
different people, it is reasonable to assume that the major semantic 
concept can be captured from the logs provided by users. In past rele-
vance feedback research, less efforts are devoted to study on log-based 
relevance feedback algorithms. T o our knowledge, there is only one 
recent research study in [47] which is similar to our work in this chap-
ter. T h e authors suggested to learn a semantic space by learning the 
user's relevance feedback in image retrieval. Although they proposed 
to incorporate the user's feedbacks, they only considered the positive 
feedbacks in their proposed scheme which will lose the important neg-
ative information. 
In this chapter, a novel scheme is presented to study the user feed-
back logs ill order to help the learning task of relevance feedback in 
C B I R . T h e rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 
provides the background of log-based relevance feedback problem and 
discusses our motivation. Section 6.3 presents a modified S V M tech-
nique called Soft Label Support Vector Machine ( S L S V M ) and formu-
lates a log-based relevance feedback algorithm employing the S L S V M 
technique. Section 6.4 describes detailed experiments and the perfor-
m a n c e evaluation. Section 6.5 discusses several problems for building 
the log-based relevance feedback algorithms in C B I R . Section 6.6 gives 
the conclusions. 
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6.2 Related Work and Motivation 
A s an interactive technique in C B I R , relevance feedback has to solicit 
users for relevance judgements on the retrieval results by C B I R sys-
tems. D u e to the difficulties of the semantic gap and h u m a n perception 
subjectivity problems [18], the relevance feedback procedure normally 
has to repeat for m a n y rounds in order to obtain satisfactory results. 
Hence, regular relevance feedback is a time-consuming and tedious job 
for users. In order to overcome the challenges, the user feedback his-
tories can be logged and engaged to help the retrieval tasks through a 
long-term learning purpose. 
It is evident that the user feedback logs can be collected in a C B I R 
system from a long-term perspective. H o w can we employ these re-
sources to help the retrieval tasks? A n intuitive way is to borrow the 
techniques in traditional text-based information retrieval, such as the 
query expansion ( Q E X ) techniques [106’ 107, 108]. Query expansion 
can be viewed as a multiple-instance sampling technique in which the 
returned samples of the next round are selected from the neighborhood 
from the relevant samples of the previous rounds [40’ 109，110’ 111], 
Although query expansion has already achieved successful applications 
in text-based information retrieval, it m a y not be very effective for solve 
the log-based retrieval tasks in C B I R . 
Recently, kernel-based machine learning techniques have been shown 
with powerful performance in m a n y pattern learning applications. In 
order to formulate an effective algorithm for engaging the user feedback 
logs, w e suggest to solve the problem by employing a popular yet power-
ful kernel-based learning technique-Support Vector Machines (SVMs) 
which have shown with successful applications in relevance feedback 
tasks [51，56’ 43, 44]. However, regular S V M technique could not be 
directly applied to formulate the log-based relevance feedback prob-
lem. Hence, w e propose a modified S V M technique called Soft Label 
Support Vector Machine to construct the log-based relevance feedback 
algorithm. 
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6.3 Log-based Relevance Feedback Using SLSVM 
6.3.1 Problem Statement 
W e first describe the ways to log the feedback histories of users and h o w 
to employ them to help the regular relevance feedback tasks in C B I R 
systems. In a typical relevance feedback procedure, a C B I R system 
first returns N images from databases to a user based on some kinds of 
similarity measure. T h e user then specifies which images are relevant 
(positive) and which ones are irrelevant (negative). W h e n the user 
submits his/her judgement results to the C B I R system, such a feedback 
session including N+ positive samples and N_ negative samples (where 
N+ + N- = N) will be logged in the log database. T h e task for the 
log-based relevance feedback is to employ the accumulated feedback 
sessions in the log databases for improving relevance feedback in the 
retrieval tasks. 
T h e first step toward the log-based relevance feedback is to access 
and effectively organize the feedback information of users from the 
log database. For solving this problem, a Relevance Matrix ( R M ) is 
constructed to express the relevance relationship between the image 
samples in the database. T h e column of the relevance matrix repre-
sents the ID of image samples in the database and the row represents 
the session number of feedback sessions in the log database. For each 
session in the log database, the relevance values of positive samples 
and negative samples are recorded as relevant (+1)，irrelevant (-1) or 
u n k n o w n (0). For example, suppose image i is marked as relevant and 
j is marked as irrelevant in a given session k, then the corresponding 
value in the matrix is RM{k, i) = 1 and RM{kJ) = -1. Therefore, 
relationship of two images i and j can be computed by the following 
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modified correlation formula: 
Rij = Y ^ S k - R M ( k , i ) - R M ( k J ) (6.1) 
k 
〜 — 1 if RM{k,i)-^RM{kJ)>0 , 
\ 0 if RM[k,i) + RM(k,j)<0. 
where Rij represents the relevance relationship and the 4 term is en-
gaged to remove the element pair (-1, - 1 ) for the correlation formula. 
If Rij is positive, it indicates that image i and image j are relevant oth-
erwise they are irrelevant. T h e n for each given image sample, w e can 
find a set of relevant samples and a set of irrelevant samples ranking 
by their relationship. 
Hence，by engaging the log information, we can obtain a list of 
relevant samples and irrelevant samples associated with different rela-
tionship values in a relevance feedback procedure. T h e challenge of the 
log-based relevance feedback is h o w to formulate an effective algorithm 
to deal with the training samples associated with different confidence 
degrees in relevance or irrelevance. In order to solve this problem, w e 
propose a modified S V M technique called Soft Label Support Vector 
Machine in which the training data are associated with soft labels of 
different confidence degrees. 
6.3.2 Soft Label Support Vector Machine 
Regular S V M techniques assume that the labels of the data are abso-
lutely correct. However, w h e n some labels of data are incorrect, they 
m a y hardly impact on the predicting decision. In order to reduce the 
errors arose from the unconfident data, w e incorporate the label confi-
dence degree of data in the regular S V M model and propose the Soft 
Label S V M as below. A s s u m e the labels of the data are with different 
confidence degrees. Let us denote the training data, 
(Xi, S i ) , … ， ( X I ， X S, s c [-1，+1] 
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where I is the n u m b e r of training data for some training set A" C E"^ in 
the m-dimension input space, Si e [-1,1] is the soft label of the training 
data which indicates the degree of relevance or irrelevance belonging 
to the class. Given a soft label set 5, the corresponding "hard label" 
set Y can be obtained by applying a sign function on S 
y = 5^71(5-) = { + 1 , - 1 } . (6.3) 
T h e objective function of Eq. (2.4) becomes 
mill - up + i y ^ ViSiEi (6.4) 
i 
subject to yi(($(xi) • w ) + 6) > yiSip — &， 
> 0, i = 1 , . . , 
0<i^<l, p>0. 
F r o m this objective function, w e can see the margin errors will be 
large if constrained with a small label value Si and will be smaller for 
a larger one in non-separable cases. 
Let us introduce Lagrange Multiplier technique to derive the dual 
problem 
L(w ’ <e’ b, p, a , 5) = i||wf - + y ^ yiSi€i 
i 
-(Q^itoi(歪(Xi) . W + 6) - ViSip + ii) - A C O - h . (6.5) 
i 
Then, w e take the partial derivative of L with respect to w , i^, h 
and p, respectively. 
QL I I 
— = W - J 2 c^iPi^M 二 0 w 二 E aiyi^(xi}； 
i=l i=l 
dL 1 1 
^ = y i S i �— a i — = 0 0 s tti s ViSij ； 
or I I 
oL ^ n v^ ^ 
= _ o^ iVi = 0 aiVi = 0 ； 
i=l i=l 
dL ^ . ^ . 
= + > , o^iyiSi - d = 0 2LV 鄉iSi -6 = u . 
i=l i=l 
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T h e dual of the primal optimization problem is turned into 
subject to aiVi = 0， (6.6) 
i 
0 < a i <?/iSiy, i = l’2’...’Z’ (6.7) 
aiViSi > “ . (6.8) 
i 
Then, the decision function can be derived as the form below 
/ (X) = sgn{J2 c^iVM^. Xj) + b) . (6.9) 
i 
P r o m the dual optimization function above, we can find the important 
difference compared with the regular S V M . 
In the regular S V M , the constraint of the dual variables is 
0 < < y , (6.10) 
while in the Soft Label S V M , the constraint becomes 
0 < ( X i < ViSi j • (6.11) 
This indicates the Support Vector (SV) with a large label will have a 
larger impact on the decision boundary than the S V with a smaller 
label. Hence, the probability of misclassification on the future data 
will be reduced. 
6.3.3 LRF Algorithm by SLSVM 
T h e implementation of L R F algorithm with S L S V M is similar to build-
ing a relevance feedback algorithm using S V M . T h e difference is that 
the training samples in S L S V M are with different confidence degrees. 
A key step for constructing the L R F algorithm is to select the training 
samples. W h e n a user begins a query session, the C B I R system first 
returns top N samples to the user as the initial query results by a given 
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query sample. T h e user then specify the relevance of the N initial sam-
ples in which N+ samples are positive and N_ samples are negative. 
Normally, there are few positive samples in the initial retrieval. H o w -
ever, w e can employ the user feedback logs to look for more positive 
samples by using the N+ initial positive samples as the seeds. For each 
positive seed i�we compute the relationship value between seed i and 
the image a: in the database: Ri工.The image with a large Ri工 value will 
be selected as the potential positive sample with a specific confidence 
value. T h e negative training sample selections are the same as the pos-
itive ones. Hence, the soft label of a training sample x corresponding 
to the seed i is computed by the following formulation 
sx 二 <f "氣” 4 20 ( 6 1 2 ) 
[ - R i J I l m i n , Hix < 0 
where R^ax is the m a x i m u m of the relationship values and R^in is the 
m i n i m u m one. 
Hence，based on the feedback and the logs, a proportion of training 
data can be selected by ranking their confidence values. After that, 
the training data are fed to the S L S V M classifier for the training pur-
pose. For predicting the retrieval results, the relevance feedback is a bit 
different from regular classification problem in S V M . For the classifica-
tion purpose, regular S V M output only with positive (+1) or negative 
(-1). In order to facilitate the evaluation of the retrieval results, w e 
need to construct an evaluation function for the L R F algorithm based 
on S L S V M . 
After training an S L S V M classifier, w e can solve a set of optimal 
parameters a by the Q P technique in Eq. 6.6. Similar to the derivation 
from regular S V M techniques in [89, 112], the evaluation function of 
S L S V M can be constructed by the decision function in Eq. (6.9) as 
follows: 
/ W = ^ a iy ik (x , Xi) + 6 ’ （6.13) 
i 
where the parameter b can be solved by a set of the support vectors [89 . 
Based on the evaluation function, w e can compute the relevance score 
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of each image sample in the dataset and rank them by the relevance 
score. T h e image with a larger score is closer to the desired target. 
6.4 Experimental Results 
6.4.1 Datasets 
T o perform empirical evaluation of our proposed algorithm, w e choose 
the real-world images from the C O R E L image CDs. There are two 
sets of data collected in our experiments: 20-Category (20-Cat) and 
50-Category (50-Cat). T h e 20-Cat dataset contains 20 categories and 
the 50-Cat one contains 50 categories. Each category in the datasets 
consists exactly 100 images selected from the C O R E L image CDs. T h e 
categories are with different semantic meanings, such as antique, an-
telope, aviation, balloon, botany, butterfly, car, cat, dog, firework, horse 
and lizard, etc. T h e motivation to select the semantic categories are 
explained in two aspects. First, it can evaluate whether the approach 
can retrieve the relevant images not only visually relevant but also with 
similar semantic meaning. Secondly, the approach can help us evaluate 
the performance automatically, which can reduce the subjective errors 
in manual evaluations by different people. 
6.4.2 Image Representation 
Image representation is an important step to evaluate relevance feed-
back algorithms in C B I R . Three different features are chosen in our 
experiments to represent the images: color, edge and texture. 
Color feature is widely adopted in C B I R for its simplification and 
effectiveness [26]. T h e color feature engaged in our experiments is color 
m o m e n t since it is closer to h u m a n perception naturally, and m a n y 
previous research studies have showed the effectiveness of color m o m e n t 
applied in C B I R [22，26, 27, 28]. For the employed color moment, we 
extract 3 moments: color mean, color variance and color skewness in 
each color channel (H, S, and V), respectively. Thus, 9-dimension color 
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m o m e n t is adopted as the color feature in our experiments. 
Edge feature could be very effective in C B I R w h e n the contour 
lines of images are evident. T h e edge feature in our experiments is 
edge direction histogram [5, 29]. T h e images in the datasets are first 
translated to gray images. Then Canny edge detector is applied to 
obtain the edge images. From the edge images, the edge direction his-
togram can then computed. T h e edge direction histogram is quantized 
into 18 bins of 20 degree each, hence an 18-dimension edge direction 
histogram is employed to represent the edge feature. 
Texture feature is proved as an important cue for image retrieval. 
A variety of texture analysis methods have been studied in the past 
years. In our experiments, w e employ the wavelet-based texture tech-
nique [25，31, 32]. T h e original color images are transformed to gray-
images. T h e n w e perform the Discrete Wavelet Transformation ( D W T ) 
on the gray images employing a Daubechies-4 wavelet filter [25]. Each 
wavelet decomposition on a gray 2D-image results in four subimages 
with a 0.5*0.5 scaled-down image of the input image and the wavelets 
in three orientations: horizontal, vertical and diagonal. T h e scaled-
d o w n image is fed into the D W T operation to produce the next four 
subimages. In total, w e perform 3-level decompositions and obtain 10 
subimages in different scales and orientations. O n e of the 10 subimages 
is a subsampled average image of the original image which is discarded 
since it contains less useful texture information. For other 9 subimages, 
w e compute the entropy of each subimage respectively. Therefore, w e 
obtain a 9-dimention wavelet-based texture feature to describe the tex-
ture information for each image. 
6.4.3 Experimental Setup 
In order to evaluate the log-based relevance feedback algorithm, w e 
have developed a C B I R system with relevance feedback mechanism [51, 
56]. T h e collection of user logs is an important work for empirical 
evaluations of our proposed technique. In our experiments, w e solicit 
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10 researchers to serve as the users for helping evaluate our developed 
C B I R system and create the log information. The users are requested 
to perform the query-by-example ( Q B E ) execution on the C B I R system 
and provide feedback on the retrieval results. 
For the purpose of evaluation, w e denote a log session (LS) as a basic 
log unit. Each log session is corresponding to a user's Q B E execution 
and feedback, in which 20 images are reviewed by the user in such a 
log session. In order to cover the logs over the database, for each Q B E 
execution of the user, a query sample is randomly seeded from the 
image database to serve as the query concept. Given by the randomly 
seeded sample, the C B I R system returns top 20 ranking images by 
employing the Euclidean distance measure on the image database. For 
the 20 returned images, the user gives feedback information (positive 
or negative) on the images by judging whether they are relevant to the 
desired query concept. T h e feedback information is logged as a log 
session accumulated in a log database. 
In our experiments, each user is asked to perform 10 times of Q B E 
execution and feedback, hence we collect 100 log sessions from 10 users 
in total. A t the first sight, someone m a y say the number of log sessions 
is not large enough to evaluate the performance. However, for 100 
log sessions, the users actually need to review 2000 images. Compared 
with our two testing datasets ( a dataset with 2000 images and another 
dataset with 5000 images), the collected 100 log sessions is enough for 
evaluating the performance. W e can collect more logs in real-world 
C B I R application; nonetheless, we hope to evaluate whether our pro-
posed technique can work well even with limited log sessions. 
6.4.4 Performance Comparison 
T h e major performance measure metric employed in our experiments 
is based on the Average Precision, which is defined as the average 
ratio of the number of relevant images of the returned images over the 
number of total returned images. In our experiments, w e compared our 
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proposed log-based relevance feedback algorithm using S L S V M (LRF-
S L S V M ) over the traditional methods. 
T h e traditional Relevance feedback method for our comparision is 
the query expansion technique (RF-QEX). A s stated before, query ex-
pansion is considered as a multiple-instance sampling technique widely 
used for relevance feedback in information retrieval. W e here briefly 
describe its implementation for C B I R in our experiments similar to 
the approach in [44]. To return the next round images in relevance 
feedback, w e retrieve the images by looking for 5 nearest-neighboring 
images around the query sample by employing the Euclidean distance 
measure. After finding the 5 nearest samples, we recursively look for 
5 nearest samples around the finding samples. In total, 20 images are 
returned to the user in each round. Although the Q E X technique is 
simple yet effective for relevance feedback applications, it m a y not be 
the best choice for relevance feedback in C B I R applications to learn 
in a high dimensional feature space since it is simply based on the 
Euclidean distance. 
W e also extend the traditional query expansion to the log-based ver-
sion called the log-based relevance feedback by query expansion (LRF-
Q E X ) . Similar to the approach of previous Q E X approach, 5 nearest-
neighborhood samples are retrieved recursively. However, w e incor-
porate the log information to weighting the distance measure. From 
Eq. 6.1, w e compute the relationship values between the query sample 
and the samples in the database. Similar to the soft label strategy, w e 
employ the form similar in Eq.6.12 to weight the Euclidean distance 
measure. . 
Besides the query expansion and the log-based query expansion 
techniques, w e also evaluate the performance of the traditional S V M -
based relevance feedback ( R F - S V M ) techniques. Several problems for 
SVM-based relevance feedback techniques should be addressed here. 
T h e kernel function and different parameter settings m a y impact largely 
on the performance. In order to enable objective evaluations, w e choose 
a set of same kernel function and parameters for the traditional S V M -
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based relevance feedback and our suggested log-based technique using 
S L S V M . For the experiments, we implement the proposed S L S V M al-
gorithm by modifying the regular S V M algorithm based on the public 
libsvm library available at [86]. 
T h e first case of performance evaluation is to measure the Average 
Precision of top k returned images for different approaches. For each 
method, w e repeat 200-round executions to evaluate the precision and 
take the average over the 200 results of precision. For each execution 
round, w e randomly pick a query sample from the database and then 
run the initial query and the L R F algorithms to refine the retrieval 
results in which the retrieval precision is computed as the retrieval 
performance. For each approach of the relevance feedback algorithms, 
the selected 200 evaluation rounds are identical in order to avoid unfair 
an comparison for different approaches. 
T h e first set of experimental results on the 20-Category dataset is 
shown on Fig. 6.1. In this comparison, the retrieval performance of 
the L R F - S L S V M method employing 100 log sessions is measured and 
evaluated. In the figure, the "Baseline" result are the average precision 
of the initial query by randomly generated query ID. From the figure, 
w e can see that log-based relevance feedback algorithm can effectively 
improve the retrieval precision. With a lower rate percentage of logs, 
our L R F - S L S V M scheme can significantly improve the retrieval perfor-
mance and outperform other approaches. For example, with limited 
100 log sessions, our proposed algorithm outperform the typical R F -
S V M approach by over 25%. Also our L R F - S L S V M method surpass 
the log-based technique using query expansion by over 15%. 
T h e second set of experimental results on the 50-Category dataset 
is shown on Fig. 6.2. From the figure, w e also can find the comparison 
results similar to those of the 20-Category dataset. Although the differ-
ence is slightly reduced, our L R F - S L S V M technique still improve over 
1 8 % on the regular R F - S V M method and over 1 1 % on the L R F - Q E X 
technique. 
In order to further evaluate the impact of the number of log sessions 
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on our proposed algorithm, w e evaluate two log-based relevance feed-
back algorithms with different number of log sessions. T h e experimen-
tal results on 20-Category and 50-Category are shown in Fig. 6.3 and 
Fig. 6.4, respectively. From these two figures, w e can observe that the 
retrieval performance of log-based relevance feedback will be improved 
while the number of log sessions is increased. W e also observe some 
interesting and surprising results that even with a very low number of 
log sessions, i.e., with 20 log sessions, our proposed method improve 
over 8 % on the typical relevance feedback technique using S V M in 20-
Category dataset and over 5 % in 50-Category dataset. However, in 
real-world C B I R applications, thousands of log sessions can be avail- | 
i 
able，hence more promising results for practical applications of our ‘ 
approach can be expected. 
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Figure 6.1: Average precision for the algorithms in the 20-Category dataset. 
Moreover, w e also notice that the kernel plays an important role 
for the S L S V M training. In order to evaluate the impact of kernels 
in our proposed algorithm, w e conduct experiments to compare the 
performance between several popular kernels: Linear kernel (Linear), 
I 
Polynomial (Poly-2: Degree 2 Polynomial and Poly-4: Degree 4 Poly-
nomial), Radial Basis Function ( R B F ) and Sigmoid kernel (Sigmoid). 
In these experiments, w e choose the best parameters for each individ-
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Figure 6.2: Average precision for the algorithms in the 50-Category dataset. 
Table 6.1: Retrieval performance of different kernels on 20-Cat dataset 
Kernel Top 20 Top 50 Top 100 
Linear 0.573 士 0.026 0.379 士 0.020 0.253 士 0.014 
Poly-2 0.604 士 0.025 0.387 士 0.020 0.257 土 0.014 
Poly-4 0.612 士 0.025 0.397 士 0.020 0.262 ± 0.014 
RBF 0.700 士 0.022 0.483 ± 0.019 0.334 士 0.014 
Sigmoid 0.597 土 0.025 0.359 ± 0.020 0.224 ± 0.014 
ual kernel and run 200 rounds for each one. From the experimental 
results shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, w e can observe that the R B F 
kernel obviously outperforms others in all cases, which shows that R B F 
kernel is more suitable to learn the feature space in our problem. T h e 
performance of the Sigmoid kernel is similar to the Polynomial kernels 
in which the Degree-4 Polynomial is slightly better than the Degree-2 
Polynomial one. T h e remaining Linear kernel obtains the worst per-
formance in most cases. 
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Figure 6.3: Average precision of algorithms for different number of log ses-
sions in the 20-Category Dataset. 
6.5 Discussions 
In the experiments, w e have evaluated the retrieval performance of our 
proposed log-based relevance feedback algorithm over the traditional 
approaches. Although the effectiveness of our proposed methods has 
already been shown, some further work can still be extended in the 
future. 
First of all, w e do not consider noisy cases from the users in our 
Table 6.2: Retrieval performance of different kernels on 50-Cat dataset 
Kernel Top 20 Top 50 Top 100 
Linear 0.370 士 0.023 0.208 士 0.014 0.126 士 0.009 
Poly-2 0.381 士 0.022 0.210 士 0.014 0.130 士 0.009 
Poly-4 0.383 士 0.023 0.212 士 0.014 0.133 ±0 .010 
RBF 0.574 士 0.022 0.388 士 0.018 0.267 士 0.013 
Sigmoid 0.422 士 0.022 0.212 士 0.014 0.120 ±0 .009 
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Figure 6.4: Average precision of algorithms for different number of log ses-
sions in the 50-Category Dataset. 
experiments although our experiments m a y have included the noisy-
data contributed by the users. In general, our proposed technique can 
reduce the impact of the noisy data better than the typical approaches. 
W e m a y further investigate the advantages of our proposed technique 
in handling the noisy cases with different situations compared with 
traditional techniques. 
Secondly, the dimension of the logs need to be considered when 
the number of feedback sessions in the log database are very large. 
Thus, w e m a y need to study the dimension reduction techniques for 
investigation in the future work. From some previous study on this 
problem, singular value decomposition (SVD) is regarded as a popular 
technique for the dimension reduction [47]. W e can also incorporate 
the method to our proposed scheme in the future work. 
Furthermore, when the dimension of the log sessions and the number 
of images are large, the complexity of our proposed algorithm should 
be addressed and the efficiency of the proposed algorithm m a y need 
be reduced. Thus, w e will study the efficiency problem and improve it 
with more sophisticated technique to speed up the image retrieval task. 
Moreover, w e m a y test our algorithm on larger databases and perform 
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more sophisticated evaluations on varied cases. Nevertheless, our cur-
rent experimental results produce enough evidences in demonstrating 
the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. 
6.6 Summary 
In this chapter w e investigates the user feedback logs for improving the 
relevance feedback algorithms. A novel scheme for log-based relevance 
feedback learning in C B I R employing Soft Label S V M is proposed. 
T h e work in this chapter makes contributions to the following aspects. 
First, a modified S V M technique,i.e. Soft Label S V M , is proposed for 
solving the log-based relevance feedback task in CBIR. T h e proposed 
technique is generic and m a y be useful for other applications. Second, 
detailed empirical evaluations are conducted to study the user feedback 
logs in our experiments, in which promising results show that our ap-
proach outperforms the regular technique. Finally, several important 
problems are addressed in formulating the log-based relevance feed-
back algorithms in CBIR. W e indicate that the kernel function plays 
an important role on the performance of the proposed algorithm and 
report that the R B F kernel is more effective than other kernels in the 
experiments. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 7 
Application: Web Image 
Learning 
7.1 Introduction 
Along with the rapid development of multimedia devices and the in-
ternet, the amount of images have been dramatically increased in the 
past decade. Although Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) has 
been studied for m a n y years [4], searching semantic concepts in image 
databases is still a formidable task. Earlier approaches for C B I R are 
usually based on the Query-By-Example ( Q B E ) strategy [4]. These 
approaches are inflexible since users m a y have difficulties in describ-
ing the query concepts. In general, searching by keywords is more 
easier to describe the query concepts than the Q B E strategy. Recent 
research work begins to study the annotation techniques for attaching 
the textual labels to images [113]. However, fully automatic annotation 
techniques are yet a long way off. 
Ill order to search the semantic concepts in images databases, w e 
propose a scheme to engage W e b images for learning the semantic con-
cepts as the W e b images associated with textual descriptions can serve 
as an important knowledge base. Our strategy is to search the se-
mantic concepts by words from the W e b and learn the returned W e b 
images associated with the words. T h e W e b images after filtering out 
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the noisy images serve as the training set for learning in the image 
databases. T h e idea of our scheme is similar to a previous study which 
also proposed to engage the W e b images for image recognitions [114], 
W i t h a different purpose, our interest is to investigate the issue for 
searching semantic concepts in image databases. Moreover, we pro-
pose to employ the Biased Support Vector Machine ( S V M ) techniques 
for attacking the learning tasks. 
T h e rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 presents 
our proposed learning scheme and the associated techniques. Sec-
tion 7.3 presents the experimental results. Section 7.4 discusses the 
limitation of our proposed scheme. Section 7.5 concludes our work. 
7.2 A Learning Scheme for Searching Semantic 
Concepts 
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Figure 7.1: Overall architecture of our proposed scheme 
Fig. 7.1 presents the overview of our proposed scheme for learning 
W e b images to search the semantic concepts in image databases. W e 
illustrate each step of our proposed system as follows. 
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Figure 7.2: Experimental results on 10 testing semantic concepts 
7.2.1 Searching and Clustering Web Images 
In our proposed system, a user first keys in words to represent their 
desired semantic concepts. Then, the proposed system searches the 
images on the W e b which are associated with the related words. In our 
approach, w e solicit W e b image search engines to do this job. From 
the W e b , w e collect a pool of images which have textual descriptions 
related the semantic concepts. However, the image pool m a y contain 
m a n y noisy images. Thus, we employ clustering techniques to remove 
the noises. O u r strategy is to cluster the images into k clusters. Then, 
the top p clusters with the most images will be selected, and other 
clusters will be regarded as noises. T h e engaged clustering technique 
is based on the /c-means algorithm. 
7.2.2 Learning Semantic Concepts with Relevance Feedback 
After removing the noisy images, w e can obtain a set of training images 
which roughly represent the semantic concepts. Then, w e employ the 
Biased S V M techniques [51] to learn the semantic concepts in the image 
databases since S V M s provide good generalization performance and can 
achieve excellent results on pattern classifications problems [74]. 
In the preliminary searching round, as negative samples are not 
available, w e simply employ the One-class S V M s (1-SVM) to learn 
the training set of images in the database. 1 - S V M is derived from 
classical S V M s for solving density estimation problems. After learning 
by 1-SVMs, w e can obtain the preliminary searching results. Then, 
w e employ the relevance feedback with Biased S V M to improve the 
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retrieval performance. 
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Figure 7.3: Top 40 Web images returned from Google by searching "fire-
work" 
7.3 Experimental Results 
7.3.1 Dataset and Features 
In our image database, w e collect 20,000 images from the C O R E L 
image C D s which include 200 semantic categories, such as antelope, 
car and sunset, etc. 
T h e image representation is an important step toward semantic 
learning in C B I R . W e extract three features to represent the images: 
color, shape and texture. T h e color feature engaged is color moment, 
since it is closer to h u m a n natural perception. A 9-dimensional color 
m o m e n t is employed [4]. For the shape feature, edge direction his-
togram ( E D H ) is selected [4]. Canny edge detector is applied to obtain 
the edge images. T h e computed E D H from the edge image is quantized 
into 18 bins of 20 degrees each, hence an 18-dimensional E D H is used. 
For the texture feature, the wavelet-based texture is engaged. Dis-
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Figure 7.4: Clustering results after removing noisy Web images 
Crete Wavelet Transformation ( D W T ) on the gray images employing 
a Daubechies-4 wavelet filter. W e perform 3-level D W T decomposi-
tion and obtain ten subimages, in which nine subimages are selected to 
compute the entropies. Thus, a 9-dimensional wavelet texture feature 
is obtained. 
7.3.2 Performance Evaluation 
T o evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in a large image 
database, w e choose 10 semantic concepts, including antelope, autumn, 
butterfly, car, elephant, firework, iceberg, sunset, surfing and waterfall. 
T o search W e b images, w e choose the Google Image Search Engine i. 
For each query semantic concept, top 40 returned imaged from Google 
were collected. For the clustering algorithm in our proposed scheme, w e 
choose the parameters k=12 and p=2 in the /c-means algorithm. T h e 
kernel function used in S V M s is based on the Radial Basis Function [74]. 
Fig. 7.2 shows the experimental results. W e observe that the average 
retrieval precision on T O P 20’ T O P 50’ and T O P 100 results is over 
^ http://images.google.com/ 
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Figure 7.5: Preliminary learning results before relevance feedback 
Table 7.1: Average retrieval precision by relevance feedback 
Feedback Round TOP 20 TOP 50 TOP 100 
No Feedback 14.5% 8.8% 5.7% 
1 Feedback 29.0% 15.2% 15.4% 
2 Feedback 47.0% 26.4% 16.1% 
3 Feedback 58.5% 32.2% 18.3% 
14%, 8 % , and 5%, respectively. 
T h e preliminary searching results are further improved by relevance 
feedbacks using the Biased S V M [51]. In each feedback round, 50 im-
ages are presented to users for judging their relevance. Table 7.1 shows 
the retrieval performance improved by 3-round relevance feedbacks. W e 
can see that the average precision in T O P 20’ T O P 50 and T O P 100 
after 3-round feedbacks can achieve 58%, 3 2 % and 18%, respectively. 
Fig. 7.3, Fig. 7.4, Fig. 7.5，and Fig. 7.6 give an example to show the 
learning procedures for searching the semantic concept of "firework". 
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Figure 7.6: Learning results after 3-round relevance feedback 
7.4 Discussions 
Although w e have demonstrated promising results from the above ex-
periments, w e also notice limitations of our scheme. O n e disadvantage 
is that the preliminary retrieval performance will be sensitive to the 
quality of the collected images from the web, which is one of our fu-
ture research tasks for investigation. Moreover, we will engage more 
effective relevance feedback algorithms to help the retrieval tasks. 
7.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a novel scheme is proposed to learn W e b images for 
searching semantic concepts in image databases. W e suggest to employ 
the S V M s techniques to attack the learning tasks of searching semantic 
concepts in image databases. T h e promising results are presented to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme. Finally, w e address the 
limitations of the suggested scheme and indicate some possible future 
work. 
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• E n d of chapter. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future 
Work 
8.1 Conclusions 
This thesis investigated the learning techniques for solving the rel-
evance feedback tasks in CBIR. W e addressed the disadvantages of 
traditional learning techniques on relevance feedback in CBIR. W e 
also suggested effective relevance feedback algorithms to overcome the 
shortcomings of traditional techniques through different learning per-
spectives. 
First of all, this thesis pointed out an important feature of relevance 
feedback learning, i.e. the imbalanced dataset problem. In order to 
attack the imbalance problem, w e proposed a novel technique called 
Biased S V M to construct the relevance feedback algorithm in CBIR. 
Secondly, this thesis indicated that typical relevance feedback with 
statistical learning algorithms have drawbacks when lacking sufficient 
training samples. In order to overcome the problem of SVM-based rel-
evance feedback techniques, this thesis proposed an original scheme to 
unify the optimizing learning and the S V M techniques for formulating 
the relevance feedback algorithm. 
Furthermore, the thesis argued that it is more reasonable and prac-
tical to assume the training samples in relevance feedback tasks are 
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from multiple positive classes and one negative class in real-world C B I R 
applications. Based on the relaxation, a new group-based relevance 
feedback algorithm constructed with S V M ensembles techniques is pro-
posed in the thesis. 
In addition to regular relevance feedback techniques, this thesis also 
advised to study the log-based relevance feedback through a long-term 
learning perspective. In order to engage the user feedback logs well, 
a modified S V M technique called Soft Label S V M was proposed to 
formulate the log-based relevance feedback algorithm. 
Finally, the thesis also presented an interesting and meaningful ap-
plication to study W e b image learning. W e suggested to employ the 
W e b images for learning the semantic concepts in image database by 
engaging a relevance feedback mechanism with the S V M s techniques. 
8.2 Future Work 
Although this thesis has devoted m u c h effort to the learning techniques 
on relevance feedback in the context of C B I R , several important re-
search directions still can be extended in future work. First of all, 
efficient algorithms can be studied to extend our suggested techniques. 
A s this thesis mainly focused on the retrieval performance of algo-
rithms from vision and learning perspectives with less consideration 
on the efficiency problem, it is encouraged to explore on the database 
performance issues and construct more efficient techniques. Recently, 
s o m e international workshops and conferences have begun to gather 
researchers from computer vision, machine learning and database com-
munities to study effective and efficient algorithms for real-world ap-
plications. W e expect that more satisfactory results can be obtained in 
the future from this research direction and wish to provide contribution 
on the area in the future. 
Furthermore, unsupervised learning techniques [50’ 115] or semi-
supervised techniques [116’ 117, 118, 119，93] in statistical learning 
area can be investigated to attack the relevance feedback in future work. 
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Since the learning techniques studied in this thesis are major based on 
supervised learning techniques which only learn with labelled data, it 
is reasonable to convince that the unlabelled data is informative to the 
relevance feedback tasks [120]. However, relevance feedback learning 
with unlabelled data m a y face risks if they are not engaged carefully. 
Moreover, the efficiency problem m a y also be a problem for unsuper-
vised and semi-supervised learning techniques. Nonetheless, they still 
will be promising research areas to improve the retrieval performance 
of C B I R systems in the future. 
• End of chapter. 
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